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MAY, APRIL 16, 1954
Insults! Insults!
THINK OF TH1 ORM of Alicia
Itarkova (above), Etritain's
foremost ballerina. and oount
your blessings Shs la suffer-
ing from the second great in-
sult of her life, refusal of per-
mission for her to dance on
stage of the Liverpool Sym-
phony halL The management
said Lhe 98-pound dancer could
not perform there because her
dancing might damage machin-
ery under the stage_ Alicia said
the first great insult was when
her 3-year-old niece came home
from a circus and said the cos-
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Infantrymen who had never juml-
ed before parachuted into Dien
Men Phu today to reinforce the
garrison against an expected Mats
Communist attack.
The first airdrop of its kin, *n
French military history plummet-
ed the daring footsoldiers right
Intl a blazing bottle between I3,1n
Bien Phu', defenders and Com-
monist "mole men" who grabbed
a foothold on the garriszn's main
airstrip
Communist-led rebel troops of
Gas. vo Nguyen Gimp anticipated
arrival of reinforcements, also.
n-made Molotov trucks,were
by French pilots sneaking
a road toward the Red
ns.
before had France plung-
soldier into actual battle
ir first jump.
volunteers—from French,
Africa and loyal Indochinese
leaped from low-flying
rts like veterans. French
s said. They received no
injuries than trained para-
rs who seized Dien Bien
last year.
$fiolotov trucks were moving
gOlathward with men and ammun-
Oen for the Communist besiegers
French pilots flying north on
bombing missions said the supply
roads were crawling with vehicles
Highway 41; which extend, from
Red China's borders, was the busi-
est, the pilot said.
Military authorities believed
Communist Gen Vo Nguyen 'Glop
was stripping his bases rorth of
the Red River delta of every man
available for an ouslaught against
the fortress, perhaps oi Easter
Sunday.
Chaplains at Dien Ben Phu.
aware of the possibility of a sud-
den "human sea" assault on the
garrison, went ahead with plans
to hold Easter services la one of
the battered dugouts used as a
chapel.
Even though roads leAing to-
ward Dien -.Bien Phu have been
bombarded repeatedly. squads of
Communist-controlled Coolies have
slipped out of the jungle to repair
them at night.
The heaviest concentration of
Molotov trucks was reported at
Sonia. 45 miles northeast of Dien
lien Phu Each is capable -If




Kentucky! Fair with clearing in
east and rather cool with high
around 60 today. Fair and .1!ool
with low in 40s tonight Sunday
fair with rising temperatures.
High Yesterday
Law Last Night   rr
711:MPERAT131116
High Yesterday  111
Low Last Night  45
LANE STAGES
Observed Meagre Ye
Illettee At II sm. lItdalght
Yesterday Tonight
Savannah 3385 Pluct
Perryville   3571 Rise 03
Johnsonville  358 2 Steady
Scott-Fitzhugh nil 1 Rise 02
Zggner's Ferry 35711 Rise laa
Kentucky H W 35/1 CI Rise O.
Kentucky T. W._  3001 Rise 2.11
Senators Speak Out On Use
Of US Troops In Indochina
By WARREN DUFFEL
United Press Staff Correspondent
..Washington in—Key.. senators
spoke out today against the sug-
gestion by a high administration
source that U. S. troops may have
to take over he battle lines in
Indachina if the French pull out.
Two influential Republicans—
Sens. Leverett Saltonstali, Mass'
and Bourke B. Hickenlooper, IOW]
—said flatly they are opposed to
such a policy, at least for the
present.
Several senators said the admin-
istration should take a firm stand
for complete independence for In-
dochina before raising the possi-
bility that American so,Idiees
would have to be thrown into the
seven-ycar-old war,
France- - has promtsed -indepen-
dence to the Indochina states of
Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos, hut
within the framework of the
French union.
The official. who Is pri"r to the
administration's innermost . sec-
rets emphasized that he did not
think the French would quit their
long fight against the Communist
—led-- rebels And he said he
thinks the Red menarai in Asia
Jones Stom Now
At Cooking School
Camp Lejeune. N. C. (FHTNC)
—Attending the cook's course at
the Food Servia School here
Marine Plc. Jones 511 Storn. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom of
504 Main at., Murray. lay.
Student cooks will rece,ve eight
Pte. foam Stem
weeks of instruction in the pre-
paration of food. A three-day
orientation period at the beginning
of hhe course covers sanitation
and hygiene, the prevention of
food poisoning, and the use of
garrison kitchen equipment.
The course will include practical
work in the laboratory, instruction
in Meet cutting, and baking under
field conditions.
Union Voted Down
A t Calvert City
CALVERT CITY IF — Produc-
tion employes of the B F Good-
rich Chemical Co. plant voted
41 to 12 against union representa-
tion yesterday in a National Labor
Relations Board sponsored election.
Workers had their choice of the
United Gas, Coke and Chemical
Workers, CIO: the International
Association of Machinists. AFL,
and no union.
Eleven vntorl for the CIO union.
one for the AFL. one vote was
voided and one worker did not
vote It was the first union
'election at the five million dollar
,plant since production begin 14 ,
months ego.
can be stopped without tae we of
American troops.
But he said if American forces
are needed to avoid Communist
domination of Southeast Asia. the
Eisenhower administration would
have to make that politically un-
popular decision. He said he
would support such a decision.
There has been much private
discussion within administrition
circles about the possibility that
U. S. troops would have to ne
thrown into the gap if the tsrench
forces withdraw. But the official's
statemeht Friday was the first
time it has been put officially be-
fore the public,
Some senators were openly crit-
ical of the way the possibility of
direct U. S. intervention .n Indo-
china was broached—by a high
official Who refuted us a of his
name. But it was regarded as a
significant trial balloon.
Saltenstall, chairman of the Sen-
ate Armed Services Committee,
said "from the information that
has been given me thus far, my
Opinion is that we should not send
men into Indochina"
He would not say, however
whether his view would change it
the French pulled out
Hickenlooper. a member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee said "I have no knowledge
that is United States policy.
So far as I'm concerned, I have
no reason at this time to favor
such a policy."
Hickenlooper said he has "con-
stantly been against the use of
troops in Indochina and have had
no reason to change my mind."
Democrats were generally criti-
cal. Some have warned that the
nation is drifting toward war in
Indochina.
But Sen. Lester C. Hunt D-Wsto
a member of the armed services
committee, said because cf Presi-
dent Eisenhower's military ex-
perience. he "would be willing to
follow him" if the admiiiiirtratien
decides such a move is necessary.
"Whatever the President thought
we had to do. I'd go along" Hunt
said.
Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey
Minn. Ralph E Flanders RI Vt.,
John F. Kennedy D-ME CS, and
Kates Kefauver D-Tenn stressed
the need for assurances that the
United States backs complete in-
dependence for the three Indo-
chinese states.
Murray Hospital I
Friday's complete record follows!
Patients admitted from Wednesday
Noon to Friday -5150 pm
Mrs. Alvin B. Dunn. 5415 Elm St.,
Murray: Missararolyn Speegle, 905
Sycamore St.. Murray: Miss Suaan
Sparks, 270 Woodland Ave,. Mur-
ray; Mr. Joe Hicks. Model, Tenn.;
Mrs. Loyd E Allbritten. New Con-
cord: Mrs. Albert Norman. Rt. 4,
Murray; Mr. Alex Crutcher, Fort
Henry, Tenn Mr. Buell Striate!.
702 W Main. Murray: Master
John Mark Hale, 1313 Poplar Ex..
Murray; Mrs. Grant Higains and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Golden Pond.
Mrs. Porter White. 102 Sn. 12th
it., Murray; Miss Patsy Carol
Altman, 107 No. 10th St, Murray:
Mrs. Charles Henrickson, 2013 W.
6th St. Benton; Mr Vernon E.
Riley, 321 So. 13th St., Murray:
Mr. Clifford Garrison. 707 Syca-
more, Murray: Mrs. George Hunter,
1219 Brown St., Paris, Tenn. Mr.
D. I,. Vaughn. 214 No Polk St..
Tullahoma. Tenn; Mr. Charlie
Suggs. Rt. 1. New Boston, Mich.:
Mrs. William Herbert Riley, 1500
Walnut St.. Bentnn; Master Tommy
Wynn Spiceland, Rt. 5, Murray.
•
c is Man
I am tbe mut-ration and the lifc: be that belinetb
nu', tb(n4gb be were deag shall he lixe: and nbo-




Murray High School will have
vacation all of next week during
the Kentucky Education Associa-
tam meeting.
Students at Douglass High
School will attend Monday and
Tuesday. but will be out for the
remainder of the week. Murray
High students attended' school on
two Saturdays. therefore will not





The funeral of Cecil Bazzell, wao
was killed Thursday afternoon
when he was crushed hy a tractor
on his farm near Coldwater. all
be held fin Sunday at the Mt.
Hebron Methodist Church.
Burial will be in the Mt Zinn
cemetery. The J H. Charchill




Master Sergeant and M. Ted R
Miller, and their youRg sons.
Teddiek Billie and Tommie, who
have been visiting her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. T Ray Cable left
Friday for Westover Air Force
Base in Massachusetts.
They have been in Okinawa for
the past two years.
On the way to Westover AFB,
they will visit Mr. Miller's parents,
in Bloomington. Illinois, and Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Kable in New
York City.
AILING CHEATERS
BRIDGEPORT Conn — IF —
Authorities at Bridgeport and St.
Vincent's Hospitals learned some
patients are never too sick for lar-
ceny. It was discovered that some
were inserting straws in the lime
!slots of bed radios, gypping boththe hospital and the company that





The Murray City Council met
last night with all members pres-
ent.
Rupert Parks, chairman of the
Zoning Commission, rendered a
final report to the council on the
zoning of the city into business
and residential areas, and Mayor
George Hart ordered that the res
port be filed to lay over until the
next meeting for action.
Mayor Hart announced that bids
will be opened next Friday April
23rd at 2:00 p. m. on the eaaratino
bond issue voted on by the council
recently. The council has one
guaranteed bid at the present
time, however it Is anticipated
that other bonding companies will
be on han dto make bica.
It was also announced that bids
will be advertised for work to be-
gin construction on the water and
sewer extension project.
City Street Superinter.dent Rob
Huie reported that some paving
had been done in 'the city. A
section of Sharpe street aid Cher-
ry Alley will be paved he said,
Also some patching had been done
over the city.
It was voted that a resolution be
prepared by the city attorney,
Nat Ryan Hughes. to register a
complaint to the Public Semite
Commission over the proposed
telephone rate increase.
The meeting last night was ad-
journed until 2:00 p. m. next Fri-




Day Of Resurrection To Be
Observed By Several Churches
At least two Easter Sunrise
services are planned in the city
tomorrow morning, with the pub-
lic invited to attend them.
An Easter Suprise Service at
530 a.m. at the First Christian
Church will begin worship on
Resurrection Day. Early risers will
assemble in the Sanctuary for a
brief service of hymn singing,
prayer, and scripture reading.
The church school. meeting at
9:30 a m has as an attendance goal
250. Trained teachers give leader-






United Press Staff Correspondent
Hollywood iW'—The nation puts
on its Easter bonnets Sunlay. but
Hollywood may outdo every East-
er parade with a few le54 -crea-
tions
Groucho Marx's Sunday bonnet:
"a baseball cap preferably the
one Joe DiMaggio was wearing
when he met Marilyn Monroe."
Jimmy Durante chose a hat with
a nose veil.
A beret shaped like a flying
saucer was selected by Spike
Jones.
Betty Hutton will weie a hat
made of bananas, and this bonnet
is no gag.
"She got it to plug her new
song about bananas," explained
milliner Rex who whippad up the conducted by the pastor 
Rev. AC.
appetizing chapeau. Morrison, 
assisted by Bro. A. L.
Joan Crawford will wear a Plata
horse and blue jeans. One of the
town's best-dressed film queens
SEATTLE., Wash. ulai — Motor- .will spend the day on a ranch.
ists in the Pacific Northweat Marie Wilson will come through. ,
draped their car fronts with card-i "
board and newspapers today as 
however, with basket 
scientists tried to unravel the mys-
tery of the pockmarked wind-
shields.
Meanwhile the case of the dam-
aged windshields took on an inter-
national flavor as motorists in Vic-
toria. BC.. Canada, reported pock
marks had appeared on their care.
The phenomenon spread south-
ward to Olympia, Wash., and
leaped eastward across the Cas-
cade Mountains to Spokane. Wash..
where police received numerous
calls from motorists whose wind-
shields were scarred
The wave of pock-marked wind-
shields first began several weeks
ago in Bellingham, Wash. Since
then it has hit thousands of cars
in 14 Northwest cities,
Gov. Arthur B. Langlie of Wash-
ington directed the University of
Washington to launch_l_full-scale
scientific investigation.
Electro static dust collectors
were placed on the roofs of some
university buildings to obtain sam-
ples of atmospheric residue. Lab-
oratory scientists equipped with
chemically treated pieces of glass
collected dust samples from vari-
ous parts of Seattle for analysis.
Explanations, both scientific and
non-scientific, were a dime a
dozen
Vandalism. first believed to have
caused the pock marks. was gen-
erally ruled out. A committee rep-
resenting five different scientific
units at the University of Washing-
ton said it believed most of the
windshield pitting was the result
of normal driving conditions.
Chemical reaction, "mass psy-
chology" and some sort of air pol-
lution were all advanced as possi-
ble solutions.
A University of Washington sci-
entist said he believed the marks
were caused by chemical particles
resulting from manufacturing pro-
cesses,
an "Easte-
hat. Thus consists of a real basket
filled with imitation Easter eggs,
she says.. Her pink dress is low
cut, of course.
Moen children on Easter Sunday
poke for eggs on. the lawn or un-
der the couch, but not in this
land of sun glasses and palm
trees. Pat
O'Brien announced his children
will search for eggs in the sand
at the beach.
If any ladies in the audience are
Interested, many stars will be true
fashion plates Sunday when they
go to church, attend the annual
brunch at the Beverly-Wilshire
Hotel or stroll down Wilshire
Boulevard.
Dinah Shore. another of the
town's best-dressed actresses. will
wear a navy blue taffeta suit.
Dinah and her daughter. Missy,
bought matching mother-daughter
hats—white bonnets faced with
green taffeta and trimmed with
roses. Maureen O'Sullivan and
one of her daughters also have
identical white straw bonnets
trimmed with yellow organdy.
Television stars Eve Arden and
Joan Caulfield will spend the
day home in slacks. But June'
Haver said she would wear to
church a black faille•suit with a
velvet collar. Her bonnet is pink
with a rose tucked under the
brim.
Mitzi Gaynor chose a white pi-
que sheath dress printed with
blue and yellow flowers. A mat-
ching jackal, has a huge yellow
bow at the neck to match the yel-
low band on her white straw hat
June Allyson's Easter outfit is
a white organdy full-skirted dress
embroidered with roses Her belt
and shoes are of moss green vel-
vet. Loretta Young chose a yel-
low organdy dress with a tucked
bodice and voluminous petticoats.
During the Morning Worship
Service at 10:50 am., Misses Carol
Hilton, Ruth Rowland, and Di-
ane Peae will sing "God So Loved
the World". The Reverend Harry-
wood Gray will preach on the
theme, "The Uplifted Christ Lifts
Men Through His Inexhaustible
Power". The church nursery will
be open for children 3 yeinklind
under for this service. A nurse will
be in attendance.
The Evening Service at 730 will
be devoted to the baptism of
new members that have joinei
the Christain Church as a result
of a recent Evangelistic Visitation.
Mr. Noble Wrather will sing,
"Repent Yea The church extends
a hearty invitation to all to come
and worship at any of the services.
An Easter sunrise service . will
be held at the Murray State
College practice field on Sunday
morning at 6:00 am.
Rev. Earl Johnston of Sedalia
will be the speaker for the oc-
casion. The service is being spon-
sored by the Religious Council at
Murray State Collate.
The Tau Sigma quartet will
render several seleetion.s. The pub-
lic is cordially invited to attend
this sunrise service.
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
have mass at 8'30 and and F.aater
High Mass at 9 30.
A special Easter service seill
be held at the Hazel Methodist
Church on Sunday at 1000 am.
Miss Barbara Ashcraft will give
a solo and a reading of the 20tn
chapter of John will be given Ire
Mrs Ann Cohron
The communion service will be
100 Massacred
By Communists
PNOM PENH, Cambodia IF —
The Communists massacred more
than 100 men, women and children
aboard a train derailed by their
saboteurs in the jungle near here
this week, it was announced today.
A communique protesting the
"barbaris atrocity- said some of
the victims were "doused with
gasoline and burned alive." Others
were mowed down by hand gren-
ades, tommy guns and rifles or
hacked to death with jungle knives.
So far as was known, all the vic-
tims were Indochinese.
The train, on the way from
Prom Penh to Battambang, was
dynamited Monday between two
rural station! some 50 miles north-
west of here.
The blast derailed some coaches
and others piled up or overturned.
The tangled pile At—wreckage
caueht fire.
As survivors scrambled out of
the burning coaches. some 500
Reds swarmed out of the jungle
and attacked them with grenades
and small arms, the communique
said Frantic passengers who sur-
vived the first attack-including
old people. children and priests-
were hacked with axes and knives.
The wounded were drenched
with gasoline and 'Pt afire, the
article' announcement said.
The government of this jungle
kingdom called on "the conscience
of the civilized world" for "justice
and the solemn condemnation of
these barbarous acts committed by
Red rebels on the independent
territory of Cambodia."
NEW SALES POINT
MEMPHIS. Tenn — IF — A
tubdown fixed &aisle Wade" sore
back, even though her father used







111111_141/11111 • TL A1JL
Today's Sport Pdradd
ills-For a club
which doesn't eves • peo. to fin-
ish in the first d 4he Phil-
adelphia Athie working
riaina suroWer reserve the oleil-11-,No reject any Advertriung, Letters to the Editor, with _ _ ibis season
tic Public Voice !tense which in our °Valera are not tor the best Intends and the players 1111` glve the crod-
st ear madam it to new Manager Eddie Joost.
61,21SCRIP1'IGN RAT1LS:
Joost has sold them on the idea
By
65c and that they can be right up neareiciath In Calloway 
where, io. the top in a couple of )ears if
they work for it. The younger
players are really bearing down.
the coaching staff is on its toes
-and everybody swears they'll
even keep going through the dis-
appointing dog days.
A drive is under way to gain
long-deserved actmission to base-
ball's Hail of Fame for Devine
Hooks Watae. a gre..t lenhanded
pitcher with John McGraw 4
Giants from 190; to 1914 who was
a star of five pennant winners.
Hooks, who won 23 games one
season. never had a losiag aeasan
in 11 years-which shoula be rec-
ommendation enough even '0
abia-r Doubleday.
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Five Years Ago Today
Lecher and Times File
April 17, 1949
Contrregation.-8rt-the-First Baptist Church rated
intously Sunday to approve the plans for a new edn-
nal building. The building will join the present
et cc at the rear.
e St. Louis Browns baseball club has opened a suit
to evict the St. j,ouis Cardinals from Sportsmans Park
in St Louis The Browns rent the park to the Cardinals• •
and are demanding a higher rent.
Calloway Boy Scouts receive honors at the Court of
Htinor held at Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert William Davits of Fulton an-
nounce the engagement of their daughter, k'auline, to
Castle E. Parker. son of Mr. and Mrs. Burman Parker
of Murray. The wedding will be an event of early June. see H
Mrs. William C. Nall and son. Billy, left for Dallas,
Texas, for a two weeks visit with her parents.
Japan has gained two million- people during the past
year.
New Yoi k
LEGALIZED RINGO GETS The buried bills would hose pro-
SIDEERACKED IN N. Y. vided for a constitutional amend-
ALiSANY. N. Y - af -- Legal- !tient to permit such games where
ized bingo in New York one of the the proceeds would go for welfare
most controversial topics in the purposes
legisilleture in recent years. Deems Even if the legislature had been
to be far, far off now, able to paw a bill legalizirat the
Several bills aimed at permit- game. It would riot have media -17
Ur fraternal. retiedous, churns- legal itrunediately. Two legi..1a-
bie and certain other groups • to•-ttn-es wouid -have bed-to 'set. (nen
hold bingo game. were buried in the issue a ould be voted an bs the
committee at the 1954 session, people in a general election.
SIX LETTERS
TO LUCILLA
To My Beloved Wife Lucille: ,
Glorious, is the news I send !ion today' Jesus lives!
The Nazarene has triumphed, how I do not know, over
the tomb. He, whom I saw dead upon the cruet rack of
the cross again walks the earth among the living
Jesus lives, and thciagh I hare not seen the Nazarene
yet this is true. And I have proof! It came about in this
fashion:
The morning suit nit! stood just above the brink of
the hilts when, at in bidding, my friend Carus, the cen-
turion, guided me to the sepulchre tu:heee Jesus had been
entornbed.
As we approacheci we OW the great rock with which
the tomb had been sealed was rolled aside. The doorwaif
gaped wide aud the legionnairies who had been posted
Si riard there were wandering about in a dazed fashion.
Carus queit;osted them sharply and this Wag/ their as-
tounding story. Sometime before, a mighty, unseen force
had stricken them to the ground end when theu recorered
their tenses the rock had been rolled away from the en-
trance and the body of Jesus had vanished from within
the tomb.
Instead, the soldiers said, they eiv.•ountered a being of
dazzling brightness who assured thee' the Nazarene had
Indeed arisen from among the dead. All had seen thus
ghostly messenger, they declared.
I, myself, entered the tpmb and es I stood u•ithin that
empty vault I seemed to hear within me a voice which
bade me return hopie. and await the time when one of
the followers of Jesus' would come to me and erplain
the teachings of the Nazarene that I might, too, becriAr
a follower.
So, on the morrow I will take ship for Capri where I
will ask an audience of the Imperator to beg him that he
assign a greater hand than mine to fashion that statue
he so desires. And then, home to you and the children,
Lucilla, you will find me a changed man. 1 no longer
put great stock -in fame and good ffrrtune, not even the
praise of our fruperator. I seek now only the truth and to
live by it, and follow in the way of Jesus, with you by
my side.
Your faithful husband,





By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
Fished Press stet Correspondent
Bowie, Md. 'IF--The sun was rust
working up to a glow and the rest
of Maiylanci was in th.2 land of
slumber, when swish!! Away she
went.
A girl exercise "boy" on a
She was wearing bobby pins, a
wrap-around scarf on her auris,
digging her heels into the lady
horse; And I suppose cussing un-
der her breath.
The gal was going sa fast. we
never did get her name She'
rounded the Bow track once
headed for the barns on the
other side I wasn't about.. to
plow through the mud to find
her.
• "See what. I mean."- nod Eddie
Smith. "You aotta get up early
to see how race horses are train-
ed
Eddie, who once had leg up
on, a lot of horses, told me that
there are not many lay exercise
girls left. "But let me tell you
something." he aa.d. "Exercising
a horse can make or break it.'
The little guy. who in 1932
rode Julian into the Womeia
Circle in the Canadian Handicap,
told me that a lot goes into
training a thoroughbred.
Oats for inc thing. Plus more
than a couple of fork4uli of hay.
"Oats cost money." Edc•e said.
"So does hay. So do grooms and
exercise boys. By the horse. I'd
say, here at Bowie. evon when
they are not running-something
like $12 a day. Not counting tne
stable charge."
And what goes nn" what does,
goes-on early The home; are tea
at 439 in the morning.
"We give 'em a couple of /orris
to digest • their grub." Eddie said.
-Then we gallop 'ern, or if we
think they are ready to run we
"breeze" 'em-tkat is let 'em Out.
You ,an tell when they are ready
for a race The coat is fine as
silk They rub down good and
they get to know jockey talk.
Some riders call 'em -honey dear"
or chick-cluck in their 03: or dig
'ern in the ribs.
How are race horses namol`
That's kind of a problem. You
aren't suppose to name a horse
after another horse unless horse
No. 1 has gone to Horse Heaven.
But Endre recalled one instance
of an* unusual name, reported re-
cently by my friend. horse-writer
Walter Haight. This particular
colt fell dawn with a bested leg
and-ff was e-a-Fided- to sanot him
out of his misery. Tne owner
said he would du the Job him.
self. He aimed a gun at the
brute He fired once. Twice And
nothing happened but a couple of
clicks Sc, he named the bang-
tail click. click_
.Sotnel.mes. that's the way it
goes.
Eatse filled me in on the train-
ing of horses. He ehowin me a
wild gelding from Ireland caned
Big Thrill.
Want. to get aboard him'!"
Eddie asked.
The annual financial report of
the Jockeys Guild includes • rath-
er mteresting little it. Aniend
the nearly $9.000 in medical dis-
bursements last year was a total
of P00--for reducing pills ap-
parently all of the little men in
silks aren't naturally, little
When the Cincinnati H.cia open-
ed their campaign, Ohio Gov,
Frank Lausche was on hand to
congratulate the new manager,
Birdie Tebbetts.
'The last time I saw you," Bir-
die grinned, "you said. "Not
guilty!"
That was a few years back.
Tebbetts captained, When he *lad
with Detroit and a Cleve.'s:id ran
showered him with tomatoes. Bir-
die popped *he marksman and
was hailed mto court or assault
and battery charges.
L:us.he at that nine was a
Cleveland CO whoa Pleas Court
judge. Iris ruling was:
aTebbetts acted in self defensit
He was accustomed to catching
baseballs, not tomatoes. If it had
been a baseball. Birdie would have
caught it-in hit rove, oat in the
kisser"
Maybe it's collusion. but trios'
major league bats are "grown"
a forested area near Coorerstowli.
N. Y. where the baseball Ran of
Fame is located. The bats aren't
machined !tom hickory or wil-
low-but from ash furtive to that
New' York-Pennsylvania area.
Gene Sarazen keeps only a re-
plica of the Ronald Teacher Tro-
phy which he won by taking the
PGA Seniors Tournamern. The
base of the real trophy is made
of a piece of a roof beau n out of
a Glasgow cathedtal-construeted in
1/97 A CI
The understatement of the year
emanates from Scotland, to whit*
"It would be imposfltile to as-
sure an uninterrupted future sup-
ply of original lieatns from the
The Sects not only inveated the
game-but he honesty %emelt
*thould go witht
OLD CAR. DRIVEICRNOW
TIINIV CAN TIME IT
MENDoW, Mich IF -- Sherman
Benoett was out for a ride :n his
20 year ol Graham automobile
The ge ye‘ir add motorist had an
accident Ho car collided ly'lth ii
new truck at an inter-ection
Damage In truck. $80; damash
to ear. $10
"It was boat ta !. aid Den•
tom riettnivrrms
USFTI FOR SILAGE
Frrmers planning to make grass
silage tins spring may want tb
use sodium bisulhte at a preser-
vative, says a statement trolls the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. L'niversity of Kentucky
Under average conditions it is bet-
ter to use a preservative. although
grass silage can be made without
one, it is stated
Sodium bisultite is a powder
that comes in 100-poUrii sects.
Eqpt to 10 pounds are used per
too of silage Applicators are
available to use on field choppers
pick-op balers and silo frier'
Research at the Kentw.ky Pas-
periment Station indicates a nigh
palatabihty and nutritive value for
silages preserved with !laity/is tin
sulfite It adds nothing to the
feeding value of the mugs' but
preserves the nutrients already in
the !silage.
Dr W P Garrigus sari that
cattlemen who want a higher car-
bohydrate content should din use
ground grain or molasses as a pre-
servative, since 75 percent of the
feeding *slue of these preserva-
tives is retained in the +liege
As a pig pasture. the college
recommends rape An acre of rape
will graze 20 to 30 pies It re-
duces the amount of feed needed,
especially expensive supplement
Early farrowed pies ear be
hhed on eorn, mineral mixture,
salt. Oape pasture and water attar
they weigh 100 pounds. Pigs far-
rowed as late as March should
receive a supplement.
Raps- may be sowed 1. late as
June at the rate of 5 to 10 pounds
of seed an acre. It usually Is

















































pit1111Mintid from page fetiri
10 ftod Drown, Rocket Ranger
1100 Sig Top
12 00 Western
12 45 Dizzy Dean





















The Name's The Same
Mystery Theatre
WhIC-TV
















High school grads:rat ill,
colter* stelae s, minist-
ate, ot teachers, earn lib-
eral conurilsaibn selling
window fans, full or part
time, during summer
months in this area.
Commission of $12 to $20
per day can be yours if
you are • man not over
50 years of age and own
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.7:30 Life of Riley
010 Big story
8730 Century Epics
9.00 Osvaicade of SpOtts
9:45 Greatest Fights
1010 Letter to Loretta
10 30 News
10 40 Weather
10 45 ilywood PROvie Theatre
11 45 
enr 
9:15 News ana Meditation
9:30 &a McConnell
10:00 Captain Midnight
10.30 Pride of the Sleuth]; ad
11 00 Film Featurette
11:30 Quiz 'Fan On The Air
1200.  Cowboy O-Men
12:30 To Be Announced
12:55 Baltimore vs Chicago
3:30 super Circus
4:30 Band Concert
5:00 To Be 4nnounced
5:30 My Little 'Margie


























expected to be nom-
poet ot Librarian of
(tatiorsiatiosia‘)
WALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
for your Drug, Preariptiod and 3%0(117 lifted*.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from




FRAZK, MELUGIN & HOLTON
!' •INSURANCE AGENTS
1100amokalis - Yb. - Casualty
teimptiiiie 41 Gaeta Sailtlft
Karats**
Deis kilo a Dillteranso Mao Wellies Ye* 111Mare
. a -
•04
• .....•••• ' •
ANNOUNCEMENT! 









See us for the complete line of John Deere Tractors and
implements.
We stock genuine John Deere parts and






or of the Cline land Pnblic
7, ii expected to be nom-


















litterLEDGEtt AND 'rafts, MU1RAY,kE24"tuCNY 'NV
Richard Conte overpowers Joan narinett, gun in
hand, in a dramatic climax of Allied Artists' sane*.
Gonad "Highway Dragnet", SO* playing skt_tips
Varsity. Wanda Henrdix is co-starred.
. BULK FtitnillER
SAVE MONEY --. Loa i.ABoa
Bey your fertlieer aktati* hOreotl
• •
Any Auslysii
TheHutson Chemical Combeby hew has the only
spreader truck of its kind In the SsiltSon Purchase
atea. This service is available to the turners of this
area through our deslOrs.
Hutson Chemical
Company
Phone &I ktivvily, Ky.
By HARMAle NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
Washington (114-The men who
guard the life of Presideni Eisen-
hower could make a lot more on
the outside. But they do that
they do because they love their
jobs.,
It's a secret as to the number
who guard the chief executive,
but it's public knowledge they av-
erage only $5,000 and ;13,000 a
year.
It takes a tough man to head
crew like that. That man is
U. E. Baughman, who directs the
Faces Vote Test
RIGHT AND LEFF whip at
Japan's Socialist party nave
announced they will hand to-
gether to present a non-conn-
deface motion April 20 against
regime of Prime htlaister SW-
(era Yoshida. ( faterriational)
Secret 5èi-vle.'teen in
the service since 1927, starting :is
a clerk.
The agents, of course, are well
screened. They base to be in
fine physical shape and between
26 and 30 years of age when they
enter the service.
"Most of the men in the service
who work out of 57 offices in the
country," Baughman told me, "are
married and have an average of
two to three children. They do
other things besides guard the
president. They track down
counterfeiters. They trail forgers.
They work for the public and they
love it."
The young toughies have to go
through a rigorous routine. First
they have to tyke a Civil Service'
ibtamination. Then they spend
two years in the field, out in the
hinterland. They have to know
a smattering of law.
But the fellows assigned to pro-
tect the preisdent are put through
more special training.
-They are trained in judo, self-
defense, first aid, fire fighting,
and especially in the use of re-
volvers. sub-machine guns, riot
guns, and other weapons" Baugh-
man said. "They have instruction
In atomic, biological and chemical
warfare, and in other subjects
bearing on their special assign-
The brave young men who are
devoted to the task of protecting
presidents have little life of their
own. Their eggs may be left un-
eaten in the morning. They may
miss their dinner. They must
have their duffle packed at. all
times. And their expense account
Is such that they must sometimes
do their own laundry when they
are on long trips with the boss.
"When these fellows go to cold
countries," that can be a prob-
lem." Baughman said. "Longies
don't dry as fast as shores.
"Too bad, I can't let you talk
with one of these fellows. It's
against the rules. I can't even tell
you how many we have guarding
the president."
The first chief of the Secret
Service was William P. Wood, once
the keeper of the Capitol Prison.
He held up his right hand in July
Growers May
Apply For Insurance
Tobacco growers who were not
insured in 1953 with Federal
Crop Insurance Corporation, may
now apply for this protection on
their 1054 crop, according to an
announcement made today by Al-
vis Jones. Crop Insurance Ag-
ent for Calloway County. Pro-
ducers .‘..yho were insured in 1953
need not apply to be protected
on their 1954 crops, since the
contracts are cOntinuous until
cancelled. A Federal Crop Insur-
ance Policy protects mcney in-
vested to produce their tobacco
crop. The policy insures against
a loss under the contract due to
the following causes, wnen un-
avoidable; drought. flood, hail.
wind, frost, lightening, fire, house
burn, excessive rain fa'., freeze,
wildlife, hurricane, tornado. in-
sect Infestation and plant diseas-
es. The protection begin.; at the
time the tcfbacco is planted and
continues until it is delivered •o
an auction warehouse for salt.
Any person having an interest in
a tobacco crop, whether an owner
or operator, landlord, tenant op-
erator, share cropper or share ten-
ant may apply for Federal Crop
Insurance.
95 producers who were insured
in 1953 have already been paid
losses, totaling $8,496 .1.3. The
claims of approximately 22 other
producers are in the process of
beinst paid.
of 1865. His job was to smoke
out counterfeiters.
He did a job. Just like the
rugged young men do today.
As Baughman put it, the wives
don't like it, but they put up
with it. Neither do a lot of re-
porters like it, including me.
Against rules. I once broke
ranks to step on the beck of the
late President Franklin 0 Roose-
velt's big convertible when he was
speaking to some crippled child-
ren in Minneapolis. In a matter
of seconds I found myself picking
pass out of my nose on the lawn.
Tough boys? Ask me
Hilarious Scene In "Kiss Me Kate"
Howard Keel takes Kathryn Grayson over his knee
for some resounding whacks in a hilarious scene
from M-G-M's "Kiss Me Kate", which opens Sunday




Information reaching the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Experiment
Station at Lexington indicates wide
spread appearance of cutworms
and grubworms in tobacco plant
beds.
Entomologists at the University
recommend DDT as a spray of a
dust for the control of cutworms.
It also will control fleabeetles.
One pound of 10 percent DDT
applied as a dust, or a quarter of
a pound of 50 percent wettable
powder in 25 gallons of water for
a plant bed 9 by 100 feet frill give
NOTICE TO 5ITIMICk11111,11
Increased rates for local exchange telephone 'write in the State ofXentucky to be effective on and after es.orll 2, 0154. and increasedrates for private line, intra-state teleteDeWriler exchange service 044intra-state message toll service to become effective on April 21. 2854,which rates were filed with the Kentucky Public Service Corrunlasionon March 31, 1954. under the provisions of the Kentucky statutes, areas Inflows:
Murray:
Local Service. litsatthly *ME
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Service CORDOCe10116, Move and Cheat* Clump Ibrehaage Growls:




Instrumentalities Not In Plate
Business
Main Stations, Toll Terminals
or Private Branch Exchange
Trunk Line, each, or Tie
Lines per termination .....
Extension Stations, Private
Branch Exchange Stations, or
Extension Bells or Gongs,
each 
Residence









Entire service or any in-





Mein Station. Extension end
Private Branch Exchange






Additional trunk • Without message allowance, each   3.25
386madm in excsai*Or ailowance on fern trunk 05
PILX 'Trunk Lban *siege Rate Service
Mosthly Rate Message dExcees
First Trunk Additional Allowance Message
Trunks lit Trunk Only Charles
Louisville $ 10.00 g 6 50 $ .70 $ .05
Pnducah 7.25 3.75 .70 .05
Owensboro 7.25 3 75 .70 03
Frankfort 6.75 3.25 .70 .05
Other Exchanges 6.75 3.25 .70 .1.15


























',,122p.de41x, guarantee on eerni-public coin telephone service incress-
• eel, rine*, from 61/2 to 21% cents.
VP‘11 A Diratesers' Liss)
114111i4Itte.' service furnished at a monthly rate for each station of
one-sixth 'of the rate applicable for individual line business net
:•tate service within the base rate area, the minimum rate per line
jolting the, rile for ledividuel line business flat rate service within
. the tome rate area It there are lees than six stations connected to
agir lime, the nitte for each station Is the rate for six stations divid-
e. lay the number of stations connected to the line.
bans C (Farmers' Exchanges)
pus rate service is furnished at a monthly rate for each both-way
trunk line of twice the individual line business flat rate applicable
within the base rate area. Trunk lines to be used for one-way in-
ward service from the Telephone Company' s central office are not
turnisheiL
Joint User Service
Joint use of a subscriber's service and one listing in the alpha-
betical section of the directory are furnirried at the following mon-
thly rates:
Indlvidssal Line Monthly Rate
Plat Kate
Business  25 percent of Business Ind. Line Flat Rate
Residence  25 percent of Residence Ind. Line Flat Rae
119 3 lh Message Pal.
Business  
I 50 2.50 Semi Public
'This (hore, dam not apply as Extensten Stalists„ Belle or Gans if
they aro connected at the tame the lipplaller is an the SebseeMeer
Premiss performing other wort for wide6 $ Service Consetien. In
side move or change charge Is applicable.
Auxiliary Lines
Inward Service Only, each Line ..
Tell Terranbsani
At exchange where this service la
offered each 
Menthly Ride
8/10 Staines Ind. Line Flat Rate
Monthly ante
Same as Business Ind. Lbw Flat
Rate or Business P. B. X. Thank
Line Flat Rate as applicable.
_Private Branch Lechance 'Franks




1-3/4 Ind. Line Plate Rate
  14/4 Ind. tine flat Rate
Message Rate, in exchanges having a Message rate schedule:
ri ret Trunk  IncL Line Msg, Rate
Additional, without message a.U0erafteb
each per month  Ind Line ma Rate
Messages in excess of allowtiose
on first trunk line  hid, Line tiereas Meg
Menage Rate is Connection With Hotel Service In Exchanges
Not having • Message Rata &Weenie
Finn both-way trunk. Including en
allowance of 70 local menages, each per Month  IS 75
.25 percent of Business Ind. Line Message Rate









25 percent of Both-Way Trunk Rate
Rate  25 percent of First Trunk Rata








Flat Rate and Message
25 percent of First Think Rate
10 percent of First Trunk Rate





line, each  $ 45
 xt)
Monthly Rate
 $ 1 83
  150






I Vhdit's :44410.11111 411;vitteliv
10-41.00, ..... ••• .. 
Monlisly Rate





effective control. A half pound of
150 percent wettable powder in abarrel of water will control both
fleabeetles and cutworms.
To control grubworms, spray with
aldrin at the rate of two ounces
of actual aldrin or use a 1-percent
parathion dust at the rate of two
pounds to a bed 9 by 100 feet.
It will take several days for aldrin
to kill grubs while parathion wilt
kill them almost immediately.
Parathion should be applied
through the cotton cover of the
bed. The cloth must be dry when
the parathion dust is applied.
CAUTION: Whet' using para-
thion follow precautions printed on
the package
Read Our Classifieds















ever you turn thir.
tap ... all the sparklinccieen hag,
water you want. The Pertnalwel.
water heater tank of 'Men. I
surfaced steel keeps your hat
water pure and clean as theI.
water you drink . . today,
morrow, and fug yeari to comed”'.1.
It's made to len a lirtime. --
Elroy Sykesm
Plumbing Company
605 S. 4th - Phone 16544
Hotel and Hospital (Patient Rooms)  1.10*
'In connection with Hotel service where the subscriber was provid-
ing and maintaining the wiring between the switchboard and station
prior to July '15 1950 the charge for each station is 25c less than the
charge quoted above.
Mileage Charges
Extra Exchange Line Mileage
Primary Service _
Extra Exch'ange Line Mileage charges-for Individual lines. P. B. X
trunks. 2-party and 4-party line service inerresed Sc per quarter
mfls pee month.
Rural Lines:
Extra Exchange Line Mileage charges for
rate area ranee from no eharge to $2 00










Base Rate Arerii will be extended in the following exchanges:
Benton. Frankfort. Louisville Metropolitan. Louisville Zone,.
vile, Owensboro. Paducah. Stanton.
Switchboard and Aasaelated Equipment




Increase's in monthly rate on Cord Switchboards. Attendants posi-
tion, range from $40.00 to $65.00 with monthly increase's or cower
plant ranging from a reduction of $15.00 to an increase of 1195.00 de-
bending upon the type.
Increases in monthly
rent ranges from $.25c
Pew Telenhone Systems and Equipment
, Increases in monthly rate ant/or installation charge on 100 Key.
101 Rey. and line eauiptnent ranges from $.15c to W50.
increase in monthly installation chores. on 102A Key Frolinmero
to *9500 with Increase's in monthly rate on associated equipmen"
reeling from $.15c to $1700.
increaese in monthly rate and/or installation &large on: 103k: 100-A
15 and 7.1. A: 2-A or 2-B: 4-A and 1-A Key equipment, ranges from
$.06 to $1000
lifiring Plan Braves
Increases in monthly rat,. and/or installation charges on wirine
plan range from .05c to $1000.
11111mee1laneons Equipment
Increases in monthly rate and/or installation charge rani,. from
Ake to WOO.
Teietypewrsar Exchange Service Rate are Nene increased as folksy-
Initial Pertorl rate increase. *earns!. trot,' RM.,' to R17,4 nee- message
Overtime rates increases average from 1.017 to $05 per period
installation or mrt•m• rr.we 115 Vi
Timid* more or change of ecnitpment per station  17.50
tatereseNnee Private Line Service And Channels
A- Full Period Talking Service
Increases of $1 00 on let airline, mile or fraction and $25c on each ad-
ditional mile or fraction.
in-rease in monthly rate of I. 2.5r per extension station an same prom-
bes
A station charge of $1.50 per extension nation if located on different
premise and an additional mileage charge of 8100 per 1-4 airline mile.
An increase in non-recurring charges ranging from $1.00 to $1 50
B- Short Period Talking Servite increases an average from $1.50 to
$3300 monthly per subscriber.
C. Local Channels
A monthly Increase. of $1.00 on Initial Terminations on first airline
mile or fraction of mile, an Increase of $.25c for each additional 1-4 air-
line mile or fraction thereof.
An increase in monthly rate ranging from $.25c to $200 on additional
terminations.
Non recurring charges Increases range from $230 to Pon.
11- Miscellaneous Channels (telemeterIne, en.
Local channels metallic increased $70c per month on 1st mile or
fraction and 1.17 on each additional 1-4 mile or fraction.
Local Channels grounded • increased t.10c per month on let mile or
fraction and $.081/2 on each additional 1-4 mile Or fraction.
lowousta...
rural lines beyond base
per month for existing
per month.
Increased 10c per month for each 1-114
Mileage increased 12c per month for each 1-4
Increased 12c per month for each 1-4 mile tante
Maya.
switchboards range from
rate on Dial Switchboards range feom $500
rate on associated and miscellaneous equip-
to $1025.
Increases in non-recurring charges range from 22.50 to $5.00.
Local Private Line Service And Channel as -
1OPPONON!‘"P''
A- Local Private Line ,Teletypewriter-channels
Same Building, same premises two point channel)
Same Building, different premises (two point channel)
Each termination in excess of two  
Different Building, Same Premises
let airline 1/2 mile 
Each additional 1-4 mile (airline)
Different Building, Different Premises
1st airline mile 
Additional 1-4 airline miles
Hon-recurring charges
Installation and outside move
Inside move 
Local Private Line Telephone
Same Building (two point channel)
Different Building, same premises
1st airline 1/2 mile
Additional 1-4 airline miles
Different Building. Different
(Not routed thru C. 0)
1st airline mile
additional 1-4 miles
(Routed thru C. 0.)
lit airline mile
Additional 1-4 miles
Additional terminations in excess of 2
Additional channels between Bldgs, per
1-4 airline mile
C Private Line Teletypewriter Equipment
I. Service teletypewriters- increase in monthly rates
ranges from $300 to $10.00 depending upon the type
equipment.
2. Spare teletypewriters
Increase in monthly rates ranges from $1.50 to $600
depending upon the type of equipment.
3. Auxiliary Service Equipment
Increases in monthly rates ranges from $200 to
$800 depending upon the type of equipment
4. Auxiliary Spare Equipment •
Increases in the moninly rates ranges from $190 to
5. Non-recurring charge-
Schedule one- local channels - per channel termination,
50 feet of wiring in excess 4 250 feet  $5.00



























Operational Channel For Both Voice and
Control-
1st airline mile or fraction  IP CM
Additional 1-4 airline mile 1.25
Installation Charge-
Each termination- Voice Channel  5.00
Control Channel  None
INTRASTATE MESSAGE TOLL SERVICE
Initial period station-to-station day message toll rates will be increas-
ed five cents ($0.05) on some calls of less than 112 miles. Initial period
station-to-station night and Sunday rates will be increased five cents
($0.05) or ten cents ($0 10) on most calls, the increases being five cents
($0.65).
Initial period rates for all person-to-person day calls will be increas-
ed by either five cents ($003). ten cents ($0 10), fifteen cents ($0 15),
twenty rents ($0.201 or twenty-five cents ($025).
On most wile the increases will be ten cents ($0 10). Initial period'
rates for all person-to-person night and Sunday calls will be increased
by either five cents ($0.05), ten cents (S0.10), fifteen ($0 15. twenty
cents ($020), twenty-five cents ($0.25). thirty cents ($.30), or thirty-five
cents ($0 35). On most calls, the Increases will be less than twenty
rents ($0.20).
The amounts of 64 Increases in rates for overtime periods will not
be more than ten cents ($0.10).
Initial period rates will be for three minutes on all Calls. Overtime
period rates will be for two minutes of overtime for stetien-to-nation
calls a six miles or less, and for one minute for all other calls. „.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO., INC.,





















North Murray Club Has
Meeting In The Home
Mrs. Bailey Riggins
Mrs- Batley Ridatie We hosivss
for the April meeting of the Narth
Murray Horne:nakers Club Mad
at her home on South Sixteentri_
Street
The major project lesson on the
"Selettion and Care of Materials"
was very ably given ty Mrs.
OILI3 Patton. She dissussed Use
various kinds uf fabrics and the
qualitlea to look to: in selecting
them.
The Alice Waters Circie of the
Mrs. Fred Ging 
WSCS of the First Methodist
les, spiritual Ws
chairm 
Cnurch will meet with Mrs. Her-
an. gave tie devotion from
John
 15. she also g.ve the man Moss •at seven-thirty o'Clack
• • • •
travel tour of famous 1....ces in
winch she took the memeeis with The Murray ILanufacturnal
Wives Club will have a cllnner
SOCIAL CALENDAR
her on a imaginary trip relating
the places of interest Inc ana
her husband viewed on taro- mo-
tor trip to Califorrua in Alfa
The recreational perloct was
conducted by Mrs. B J. Warrant
and group s•nging was led by
Mrs Esco Gunter.
Mrs. Riginns served refresh-
ments to the „group. The clab
Will meet in the 'Lome of Ms
John Wurkn-an in May
Monday, April 15
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. K. Trevathars
--isse-thiety o'clock.
• • • •
The Young Women's Class 01
the First Baptist Church will maet
with Mrs. W. H. Solom-n, Payne
Street, at seven-thirty o clock.
• • • •




The Girls Auxiliary and :he
Sunbeams of the Five Point Hap-
Lst Misaim will rreet at toe
Baptist Student Center at three-
thirty o'clock..
• • • •
Circles of the WMS of the
MAMIE'S EASTER DRESS
A /WM in New York -displays Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower & Easter
dress. The Mollie Puma creation, called "Dancing Girl Silhou-
ette," is in navy and white polka dot silk with shallow aquae*
neckline faced with a band of white pique. The dress tau • long
closely molded bodice extending to hipline and flares into a full
gathered skirt below. Sleeles are slightly shirred and reach just













JIM'S DM\ E - iN
HAZEL HIGHWAY
JFID
Memorial Beepust Church will
meet as ollows: Eva Wall with
Mrs. Carl Hendricks at iwo-thirty
o'clock and. Mamie Taylor with
Mrs. Voris Sauderson at seven-
thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The annual meeting of the Pur•
chase District of the YentuckY
Fecle_ration of Homemakers Clubs
will be held in the main auditor-
ium. Murray State College. at
taut-fifteen o'clock.
• • • •
Circle III of the WSCJII of the
First Methodist Church will meet
with Mrs. Aistry Farmer at two-
thirty o'clock. Mrs. Claud Farm-
er is cohostess and Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn is program leader. Mrs
Richard Tuck is guest speaker.
• • • •
Circle IV of WSCS of First
Methodist Churtrh will meet with
Mrs. J. W. Waggoner. Mr! Olive.
at two-thirty o'clock- Mrs. Pitul
T. Lyles will be the guest speak-
er.
teacher, and Mrs. Harry liampsner
and Mrs. A. G. Outland, guests
• • • •
The Dorcas Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Leon Collie with
her group in charge of the ar-
rangements at seven-thirty o'closk
• • • •
The Christian Women',: k'ellow-
ship of the First Christian Church
will hold its general meeting at
the church at two-thirty o'clock
• • • •
"The Woman's Missionary Soc-
-lety of the First Baptist Church
will bold its general meeting at
the church at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Sunbeam Band of the Fire:
Baptist Church will meet at the
nurch it tWO-ftYrty:ffVe" atlie‘IL 4
PERSONALS
Mrs. Zaillie Nursworthy has re-
turned home after a bac weeks
visit with relatives in Detroit,
Mich.
• • • •
a•-
Johnny and Karen Prothro 01
Tyler, Texas, are the guests of
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Parker. Their mother, Mrs.
John Prothro brought them to
Murray and visited her parents
and her sister, Miss Sue Paritar
of Ohio State Univeisity. while
she was Lome for her tor tag va-
cation.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ross and
son, Jirifty, and daughter, Vir-
ginia, of St Louis, Mo.. are
spending the Easter holidays with
Mr. Ross parents, Mr. and Mrs.
0. A. Ross, and his brother and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kiss
and daughter, Sandia. 'Ina Rods'
family was accompanied to Mur-
ray by Jim Ysteboe of Scott Field
Air Base, Illinois.
• • • •
David Andrew is tht, name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Zelnor Farley of Benton for their
little boy weighing eight pounds
five ounces born at the Murray
Hospital Tuesday, April 13.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Franklin
Andrus of Almo Route One are
the parents of a son born at the
Murray Hospital Tuesday, April
13. The lithe boy weighed eight
pounds 14 ounces and Das been
named James Kenneth.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. jjerhert Wayne
Hardie of Almo Route One an-
nounce the birth . of a daughter
on Tuesday. Aprtl 13. at the Mur-
ray Hospital. The baby wetgned
eff'11Itiu n cis
• • • • named Kathryn. Jean.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty f
o'clock.
has been
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs Alton Rodgers are
vacationing in Washington. New
Jersey with Mrs Rodgers parents.
NOMINATED FOR U. S. SENATOR
JOSEPH T. MEIK'S hand Is raised In victory tn Chicago at news o
f
ha Republican nomination for U. S senator in the Illinois primary.
Meek, a backer of Senator McCarthy, beat eight opponents in the
states smallest turnout in 20 years. He will ocpose Senator Paul
Douglas Beanie Meek is his wife. / nteraa Waal Souedpeotor
ALL SHE WANTS IS FRONT TEETH
STEAUM4 A now from Chriatroas. Deborah Mastro. 4, Rite on
Peter Rabbit's lap In a Newark, N J., store and makes her Easter
requeso.—till elle wenta Is two leant tetti., 
! et ;T14001440
•
Senator James M. Lassiter Is Guest Speaker
At B&PW Club's Mother-Daughter Biaaquet
Senator, James M. Lassiter was
414 guest speaker at the Muthe:-
Daughter Banquet held by the
Business lind Professional Wo-
men Club on Thursday evening
at six-thirty o'clock at the W 0 -
man's Club House.
The Senator reViewed some ce
the bills passed at the last ses-
sion of the state legislature.
Special vocal numbers were
sung by Mrs. Howard (Jul& ic-
companied at the piano by miss
Marilyn Neale, student at Mur-
ray State College.
During the business session of-
ficers wete elected for tne new
year who are Mrs. Mason Ross,
president. Miss Lorene Swann.
rice-president Mrs. Phillip Mit-
chell, secretary, Mrs. Macielie Tal-
ent, corresponding secretary, and
Miss Vivian Hale, trtasuier.
Plans were discussed concern-
ing the state convention to be
held at the Kentucky Dam State
Park, May 14. 15, and la. Mrs.
Kirk A. Pool, state news service
ehaissnan, and Mrs. Paul (Motion
Panel Discussion And
Style Show Held At
Home Department Meet
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
regular meeting at the club
house Thursday afternoon at two-
thirty o'clock with the chatrrnan,
Mrs. G. B. Scott, presiding.
Mrs. Walter F. Baker was pro-
gram chairman fur tbe afternoon
and presented the home economics
students at Murray State College.
A panel discussion was held by
the girls with their d.scussing
the various classes in nutrition.
home management, child care,
sewing, design, and interior dec-
oration.
Following the discussion the
girls modeled clothing they had
Made including suits, evening
dresses, play clothes, and dresses
Twenty-Live girls took part in the
progi am.
During the business session the
will have charge of the ranvs ser-
vice and the Murray elsh will
be in charge of the information
booth.
The tables Were attractively dec-
orated with arrangements of
spring flowers for the banquet
which is being held this month
due to the convention next raCintri.
The club will have a regular
meeting in May.
The public affairs committee
composed' of Mrs. Ronald Church-
ill, chairman, Mrs. Garnett Joe's,
Mrs. E. W. Riley, Mrs, A. A.
Doherty, Mrs. Hall McCuiston.
Mrs. Isabel Gordon. Mrs. Loss
Waterfield and Miss Ruby Hein
was in charge of the arrange-
ments for the evening.
• • • •
Mrs. Melton Marshall
Is Program Leader At
Hazel WSCS hiePting
The Woman's Society of Cltrilt-
Ian Service of the Hazed Method-
ist Church held its regular meet-
ing Wednesday afternoon at two.
thirty o'clock at the church.
Mrs. Claude Anderson presided
In the absence of the pre:ideal
Mrs. Melton Marshall, program
leader, gave the devotion wand
as her theme. "All Laves Excell-
ing."
-Who Is Guilty was the sub-
ject a the program presented by
Mrs. A. C. Morrison. mrs. Car-
nice Parks and Mrs. Autznon
Newport.
After a brief business session,
the meeting was closed with
prayer by Miss Arms Donn.
• • • f
Missionary Circle Has
Meeting Wednesday At
Home of Mrs. Falwell
MO. K H Falwell opened her
borne on West Main Street for
the meeting of Circle 111 f the
Woman's Matsloriary Society of
the First Baptist Churi.:11 held
Wednesday idternoon at two
o'clock.
The chairman. Mrs. rear' Jones.
called MisAgasilati to 'order eller
slate of new officers was present- witich'Ikris. rat Hackett gave the
ed and fisai_2;ilblyyMeiLjv tin Mrs devotion 
gr epgrawr soineclosing with przyer.
feted chairma.ji for the tau* Cula' pearl Tosee pedeseded the meiss!
secutive •f ear and was given a- /rogram for the afternoon oa the '
rising vote of thanks a.- ci tippet- subject of -Carver School of Mis-
Mation by the group. Mrs. Buns.
Swains is VICELCAillrmaii and Mrs
Edgar Shirley is atcietary-treas-
arer Retiring officers are Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, vice-cnairrnan.
and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, secretary-
treasurer.
A magi, eters. -Was served to
each one present by the hostesses
who were Mrs. A. G. Outland.
Mrs Nix Crawford. Mrs. D
McConnell. Mrs. J A. Outlatel,




During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by Mrs Fal-
well to the ten members present
• • • •
PERSONALS
MW 'Louts J. Rdetielir Arta
Louis Joseph, Jr.. and Pliullip
Ryan, have returned to their home
in Great Falls. Montana. follow-
ing a visit in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert W Hunt.
surly







GUARD CONIRDINCIAL DATA •
a
Two U. S. huuntits, Cpl. Everett K. Rogers (left). Gultelart. 046.
and S/Sgt George Hoffman, Akron, 0., guard confidenHal Mt&
outside the kivum Walsh settalas cioomtittee to as the owe. ,
mittee start. nearing. on funds requested for the Mutual Beoutilet !-
programs in the .Neer East, South AS* sad AMC& for saw roc •
1965. Funds requested total $509,100,000, a $1116,600,000 redUOtlan
from preview yew,. tlemeerismil







MOFt/411141G WORSHIP SERVICE ...
BAPTISMAL SERVICE  •
A cordial invitation is extended to
worship with us
  5:30 A. M.
9-30 A. V.
. 10:158 P. IR.
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box for siffe. Holds 4 casel
See Ben Bs& ell 64, ndies





stone design. Ideal for tei-
barns. Only $2.85 a square.
, Calloway Cotrrty Sol
ement Association. (tic)
Services Offered
tre YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
tad insects Expert work. Ca41-
le err see Sam Kelley. Wei
----'.A10--  .
n*D OY TERMITES FREE IN-
Reasonable price Work
Itkeed Frank Mclitrirey. Box





want a Job? They're available!
Many opportunities await you!
Look Into it now Buy a truck
tractor only. Long distance hauling
pays off! Act now! Write box 4811
for comp/eta details._ aric
I FOR RENT f'
FOR RENT-NEW NICELY DEC-
orated hook. 4 rooms and bath.
4 nice closets. Beautiful kitchen
dlibinets. Utility room electric wat-
ei heater. Oil heat. Call 571-R
attic
FoR RENT -THREE itt_XiM
dOwnstairs apartment furrushad.
Private. Call 388-J day or W67-J
night. al7c
THREE ROOM AND BATH GA-
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nished. Call 672 day, or 1666 at
night. (UC)
i NOTICE j
THERE IS NOW A SINGER
Sewing Machine representive for
new and used machines and re-
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411
PopLar, phone 1071-R
MR. FARMER-NOW IS THE
time to spread that lime and fer-
tilizer. Fertilizer distributors man-
ure spreaders, cunipack-ers, corn
planters, transplanters, new and
used tractors priced to sell Bring
your tractors to us for tune up




WANTED-2 LADIES lOkt ULM
special demonstration work. Ex-
cellent pay. Car necessary. Write
Box 32S a24p
WANTED: USED BASS PLAY
pen. Please call 1243-J. alac
WANTED--RIDERS TO SAN
Francisco, California. Preter man
and wife. Leaving about April
28, See Mrs. J. C. Wanton! at
Lynn Lawson s home near Stella.
arip
I Lost and Found.]
LOST-BLACK PATENT BILL-
fold containing proper identifica-
tions. \ Keep money, but please
return bill:old and important pap-




A FEW YEARS MAKE
EAST GREENWICH, R. I. - ;
- First Sgt John D. Brad-
abasu, Ja..beoughb•Sus 11 year ola
ion, John D. Bradshaw, 3rd,
around to his National Guard bat-
tery meetings before World War
II and the boy became battery
mascot.
A few years later Bradshaw re-
signed because of temporary deaf-
ness.
But recently the sergeant was
sworn back into the outfit. The
oath was administered by the bat-
tery executive officer, John U.





ioolsed up abruptly, Its-
"There's a car. ft most be
a. Do you have plenty of
batter, Thelma?"
doorbell chimed. 'They rit
out," Julia said. "
around to the back door,
they so formal all at
The bell chimed again. "Clowns!
Julia got up. "I'll go."
Shit flung open the door. Then
on dire* back start/ed and said,
-OW •
CI'S the threshold, debonair In •
sada( blue stilt and topcoat. stood
Pete Marshall, grinning at her.
Julia said, confused: -Oh, corn*
In, doctor. We were just having
breakfast."
He sopped oft his coat and hung
It on the rusty deer horns, rubbed
his band over his hair and straight-
ens ° jar tie. He wore no hat and
boyish and different
"I'sa probably crashing in here,"
he said, smiling, "but from what
you said fast Med I decider, per-
heps i was expected-and when
Dr. Aiken offered to take over for
me today I Made op my trend to
coma out and meet your gracious
',tether again."
-Revel win be pleased," Julia
slid, carefully deliberate. "She
teal here right now but she'll be
along presentiy."
'Implying that you aren't
pleased 7" be Inquired.
"04 cothote I'm pleamed. We're
• ppy to havikyou. Mother was
4IIINg about you only a tew
• ago, but you'd told use you
eitt t be busy of course-"y went through the living-ed o 
recstir 
where the ttheue-wrapped
were heaped on • table. He
toe* a small package from his
Plit  just put this here, If I may."
litilli
re.
ld the package with the
o 
Hlri Dr. Marshall, Gale," she
articed at the door. -He was
e come, after &IL Doctor, this
Is agrandmother, Mrs. Ravel."said easily: "How nice, doc-
tor.. Do sit down and have sonic
coffee with ire. Dooley was afraid
yaet1 be busy all day sewing' up
hallidlly casualties."
"I 'patched them up last night."
He drew out a chair after making
a polite acknowledgment of Mrs,
itavel's brief greetliNg. "Two fights
add a girl who decided to end It
raiovrieht. Met. hrHelml
rw.,..st in se now Tweet, itt • - isess.salin ILIF
all by jumping out of a car run-
ning at high speed."
Mrs. Ravel had fixed a level eye
on Pete Marshall. "Do I under-
stand that you are the brash
young man who think' he can
keep my crazy granddaughter M
horses 7 "
Julia got up. "If you'll excuse
me. I'll go and dress. Ravel should
be coming along any time now,
doctor."
He got to his feet as she went
out, and his following eyes made
her vaguely uneasy. If he and
Ftavel were In love, as Gale had
told her, he ought not to look at
another Woman !fee t h • t. She
hoped tier grandmother's sharp
eyes had not noticed. On the table
near the fire lay the small, square
package he road brought_ It was
tied with silver ribbon with a tiny
envelope slipped under. A ring,
perhaps. But a ring ought to be
given in secret, in a romantic set-
ting, moonlight preferred. S n e
wondered if Ravel would be em-
barrassed when she opened it. Not
likely, Mime RaVers specialty was
embarrassing other people, and
tumally she had a jaunty and en-
tirely insensitive way of surmount-
ing any situation.
Julia rummaged through her
wardrobe. She had had so little
opportunity to wear her clothes
lately that most of them were
dated, limp from long hanging,
reminiscent of the mothballs that
protected them in summer. For
some obscure reason, hardly un-
derstood by herself, she wanted
to took plain, avoid any sugges-
tion of glamor. She wanted to
look like Miss Taber, who would
be a good nurse, who might even-
tually wind up In Navy uniform.
Pete had served in the Navy, she
remembered, but she had no in-
tention of asking his advice. Defi-
nitely, she must keep everything
professional and Unpersonal with
Pete Marshall. Whatever was be-
tween him and Ravel was for
themselves alone, and she wanted
no part of It
All inadvertently, she suspected,
she had come between John-Mark
and Ravel. In spite of John-Mark's
Insistence that he had /given up
trying to understand Rives Julia
had the unhappy conviction that
that snowy Sunday morning had
marked the turning point for him.
Os that morning he had suddenly
looked at her, plain MCI* Dooley,
as though he had never seen her
Tormlee h. K
before-and here a kind of con-
sternation reached • cold finger to
touch her, for last night and again
today Pete Marshall had looked at
her in the seine surprised way, as
though all at once he had dis-
covered that she was worth look-
ing at. 
Sheshould be thrilled at being
counted desirable, so why did this
odd, heavy grimness possess her?
Why was she in • mood, this fes-
tive day, to distrust all men? Was
there • touch of arrogance In her,
too, that wanted to be first? That
she disdained to be approved on
the rebound, labelled a kind of re-
lief from Ravel's Imperiousness?
Background. She had gone out to
carve a place for herself, chosen
the difficult way, the profession
that meant hard, grinding work
and study, because she was sick of
being a background. But now the
background seemed abruptly a
safe and unexciting place to be.
Obeying this stern urging, she
brushed her hair back plainly, an-
choring it at her neck with • sil-
ver bar. She put on a gray dreis
that did nothing for her fool('
whatever, and debated in her mind
whether to wear rouge or not
Pallor did give her a slightly ro-
mantic appearance, she noted, so
she scrubbed on a couple Of
patches of pink and did her lips
indifferently. Then through her
window she saw the car coming
up the lane. John•Mark Alm delitr_
ing it with Ravel beside hire.
Pierce was not in the car.
"Now!" Julia said aloud, giving
her heft an adornonitory twitch,
arid pushing her hair back with
flat palms. Now she would watch
as though she were seeing • play
While Ravel maneuvered between
two men. Now she could sit, a
trifle grimly, M the background
she had chosen, nursing the small
malicious satisfaction of which she
was vaguely ashamed. Knowing
that Ifly a gesture, by a smile, by
any indication ot interest at all,
she could summon either man,
make him forget Ravel.
The idea buoyed her up, so that
she walked into the living-room
feeling slightly brittle and new,
feeling the tingle of power she
had no wish to use, feeling a little,
she suspected, as her grandmother
felt when she was debating in her
mind to whom she would leave
her money.
(To Be Continued ,
ine Feature.. Rvnellret.,
-'- 





This is a very busy time of the
year and most country people
-leave-so -matey lobs to do, they
don't know which one to do first.
Springtime is a grand time of
the year, and the first month is
almost gone_ We like thfse long-
er days which means more sun-
light and we are reminded more
at this time of the year of Gotta
greatness in Creation; and His
great love for us. God so loved
his great world that he included
everyone 'in his plans. Have we
included God in our plait'
Rev. Garnett Moss' meesage, on
Easter Sunday. will be concern-
ing our Risen Lord; reading from
the last chapter of Mark. This
con lodes a series of interesting
messages from the book cf Mark.
IS you are a member of the Char-
Corner Church, you should oe
'
PAGE PIMP -
there if you can. If you Cr. a wa-
lk* I believe you will oe glad
you came.
Katherine Kr tdall, and two ot
her girl frienos were visitors at
Cherry Sunday One of the girl!,
was from Owensboro and attends
Mursay State College.
Rev. and Mrs. Garnett Maga
announce the arrival of a son,
April 3rd at the Baptist Hospital
in. Louisville. The baby weighed
eight pounds, six ounces and his
name is Barry Kent.
Rev, Bill Clark Thomas and
Miss Ruth Douglas were visitors
at Cherry Sunday, April 1, for
the morning service. Bro Thomas
was guest speaker at that hour in
the absence of the pastor. His,
subject was "Jesus Ses the Mol-
litudes", reading scripture from
the last verses of the 9th chapter
of Matt. Bio. Thomas bas spoken
for us several times and brings
interesting messages.
We are missing the big yellow
school bus coming by our home
almost at seven o'clock' every
school day morning, as the first
eight grades at New Concord were
out week. We are glad to
hear that the grades will have
nine months of school the corning
year, and that,' will mean trans-
portation for the high school Stu-
dents, whose parents ara having
to furnish their way.
We enjoyed meeting the many
children, parents and teachers at
New Concord at the School Festi-
val. The cafeteria at toe lunch
hour was a busy place arid many
women worked hours in prepar-
ing hambur#ers and 'jiffy pups and
pies of all kinds.
I wish I could have said, child-
ren the candy bars, peanuts,
chewing gum and popsicles are
tree instead of five cents each.
We sold all the ware ana could
have sold more. Thanks custom-
ers.
Tommie MoCuiston, freshman ca
New Concord and son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim McCuiston is hav-
ing to miss the last month of
School. His doctor had ordered
Tommie to bed for a month for
treatment of an ailment. We
hope he will soon be 0. K. again.
Mr. and Mr,. Napoleon Parker
and Kennett i and Mrs. Nora Par-
ker spent last week end in St.
Louis. Mo. _
Sorry to. hear of the death of
tir. Loll Lassiter Rowlett. Knew
her as a girl.
Mr. and. Mrs. John Keel, of
Frankfurt, are visiting ielatives
here.
ADDALINE
OPPENHEIMER 'TOO SENSIek c' FOR SENATE AIRING
IN WASHINGTON, Senator Karl E. Mundt (RI,
South ,Dakota, acting investigations subcommit-
tee chairman, tella• reporters the subgroup re-
ceived "aasurances" a year ago that the admin-
istration was "looking into" De. J. Robert Oppen-
heimer • security status, and that he and Senator
McCarthy agreed the matter was "too sensitive"
to be aired by the subcommittee. Behind Mundt
is Ray Jenkins, special counsel. (ieternational/
IN DAMEN, CONN., U. B. Army Li Gen. Leans
R Groves, retired, who headed the wartime atom
bomb project, tens reporters be accepts -full
responsibility" for naming Dr. Oppenheimer Los
Alamos deer, nnirsids, 9 hese klarlied nothing
since that would make me feel that I had made
a mistake in placing Dr. Oppenheimer in charge
of the project." Dr. Oppenheimer Issued 43 page





SOMERVILLE, Mass. tIPI -
Here's a machine that will tar',
your aide - in four minutes flat.
Developed by Secotan, Inc., after
10 years' resegech, the revolution-
ary machine turns hides into leath-
er hundreds of times faster than
- former processes.
By FRANK ELEAZER
United Press Staff Correspondent The unit, with a four-man crew.
will turn out material for 10.000
WASHINGTON Ile - Chairman pair of shoes daily.
Dewey Short of the House Armed
Services Committee said today
"we're in pretty good shape.' to
head off an atomic attack on
American cities.
He said continental defenses are
getting better all the tune and al-
ready have developed to the point
where it is "silly" to talk about
evacuating big target centers.
"Anyway it would be disastrous
to try to evacuate a big city like
Washington," the Missouri Repub-
lican told a reporter. "What we
have got to do is to keep the,
enemy from getting through.'
Short's comments to a reporter
followed a close-door briefing of
his committee by Air Force offi-
cials on current steps to tighten
the 'detection and interception
screen around this country and
Canada.
Congressional te;timony made
public today disclosed however, the
Navy fears "potential enemies"
have the know how to blockade
U.S. coastal shipping lanes. The
reason is development of new,
highly-destructive mines which the
Navy admits it doesn't know how
to combat.
Short's remarks ran counter to
recent statements by civil defense
officials that efforts may be made
to get people out of threatened tar-
get cities where enough warning
is available.
Many civil defense officials think
destruction from atomic and hydro-
gen bombs is now too terrible to
risk staying put and seeking the
best shelter at hand, as formerly
was recommended. '
"That is silly.' said Short. We're
in pretty good shape. Our defenses
are getting better all the time. It
will be increasingly difficult for
an enemy air attack to get
through:.
Rep. Can T Durham, 0-NC,
fee a r , Ia
Force testimony was encouraging,
although not sensational.
"We are making sotrie improve-
ments," Durham said
Ammisimmumma.





John Hodiak, John Derek,
















WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
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The LEDGER & TIMES
Television Schedule Week Of April 19 Through April 24
IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMII t
 8.45 Billboard
, 9:00 Ding Dor.g School
9.30 One Man's 'Family ..•• "-
9:45 Three Steps To Heaven
1000 Horne ,
1100 Bride & Groom
11:15 Hawkins Falls
11 30 Betty White Show
12:00 Devotional Moments





2 30 Kate Smith
3 00 Welcome Traveler
3 30 On Your Account
4:00 Opry Matinee
4.15 Let's Find Out
430 Howdy Doody
5110 Western Corral
5 55 Weather Report
6 03 Mayor Reports
6 15 Farm Furrows
6.30 Jungle McCabre
6 45 News Caravan
700 Name The Tune
710 Howard Barlow
8-00 I Led Three Lives
8 30 Robert Montgomery
9 30 Who Sa.c1 That
1000 Views of the News
o'l 15 Sports Round-Up
10 25 Do You Know Why





















Make Love To Me-J Stafford
Cross Over The Brdge-Betty
Page
I Get So Lone:y-1. our Knights
At Hear' *
Five Top Hilbilly Records
Slowly-W Pierce w
I Really Want To Know-E Arnold
1111 Be There" By Ray Prier









9 00 Ding Dong School
930 One Man's Family
9:45 Three Steps To Heaven
10-00 Home
11:00 Bride and Groom
1116 Hawkins Falls
11 30 Betty White Show
12 00 Appointment 12 Noon
12 15 Noonday News
12 30 Morning Matinee
1 30 Kitchen Kollege
230 Kate Smith
3 00 Welcome Isravelers
3 30 On Your Account
4 00 Opry Matinee
4 15 Let's Find Out
4 30 Howdy Doody
5 00 Western Corral




7 00 Milton Berle
8.00 Fireside Theatre
8.30 Circle Theater
900 It F D Nashville
9:10 Fred Allen
1000 Views of the News
10 13 Sports Round-Up
:o You Know W^y
1030 Campbell Sound Stage
U 00 Night Watch
WEDNESDAY. Aran 21
845 Billboard .
9 00 Ding Dong School
9 30 One Man's Family
9 45 Three Steps To Heaven
10 00 'Crhidrens Symph.,ry
11:00 Bride and Groom
11:16 Hawkins Falls
11.30 Betty White Show
12 00 Devotional Moment,
12 15 Noonday News
12 30 Morrung Matinee
1 30 )(Reber, Kollege
2 00 Kate Smith
2 30 Kate Smith
3 00 Welcome Travelers





ville - WMC-TV- Memphis
4:00 Opry Matinee
415 Let's Find Out
4•30 Howdy Doody





7:00 Life With Elizabetn
7.30 My Little Margie
8.00 Vols vs Chattanooga
1000 Views Of The News
° 1015 Sports Roundup
10-25 Do You Know Why










































































9:00 Ding Dong School
9 30 One Man's Family
045 Three Steps To Heaven
10 00 Home
11 00 Bride and Groom
11 15 Hawkins Falls
11 30 Betty White Show
1200.  Devotional Moments






3.30 On Your Account
4.00 Opry Matinee
4 15 Let's Find Out
4.30 Howdy Doody
5.00 Western Corral
5 55 Weather Report
6 00 Superman
6 30 Rddle Fisher
6 48 News Caravan
700 Garroway At Large
730 Life With Riley
11•00 Big Story
8 30 What's In The News
8 45 Jungle McCabre
9 00 Boxing
9-45 Greatest Fight,
1600 Views of The News
10-15 Sports Round-Up
1025 Do You Know Why
10 30 Meet Mr McNutley



















10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love of Life






1:00 Double or Nothing
1:30 House Party
2:01 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
3:00 Woman With A Past
3:15 Secret Storm
3:30 The Postman Calls






6.30 Douglas Edward', News 
;
6.45 Perry Como
1:00 Burns and Allen
7.30 Godfrey's Talent Scouts
8.60 I Lowe Lucy
8 30 Red Buttons
9:00 Studio Otte
1000 Badge 714




10:30 Strike It Rich
1100 Valiant Lady
11:15 Love of Life
11-39 Search For Tomor
row
11.45 The Guiding Light
12:00 What's Cooking?
1220 Garry Moore




2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 Bob Crosby Show
3:00 Woman With A Pa
st
3:15 Secret Storm
3.30 The Postman Calls





6 es The Weatherman







IT Ray Dolor: Where 
s Ray-






19.30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Vabast Lady
11:12 Love of Life




12.16 Fitters Your Trouble
1:00 Double of Nothing
11Q Roug2 Part/
BOO The Big Payoff
210 Bois Crash* Show
310 Woman With A, Past
1:15 Secret Storm
39 The Postman Calls
316 Ott The Record
4430 Western Party





























































































Arthur Godfrey & Friend'
Strike It Rich
rve Got A Secret
Blue Ribbon Bouts
The Big Playback












































































WInky Dinky and You
















































































































































































For the Clearest TV Pictur
Ever Seen in this Area .
Larry Kerley Company
















8:56 Today With Cathy
9:00 Ding Dong School










































































































12-20 channel Five Club
116 Homer= k et, Program
1:Wi Photoquir
1.411 Berle Olswanger
2 00 Kate Scrotal
310 Welcome Travelees
3410 Ott Your Account













New York, N. Y.-Maternity foe
,:
American women is safer 
now
than ever before salleatirgiins
port.
From 1940 to 1953, ft It 
noted,
the maternal mortality r
ate IS
the United States decreas
ed be
our fifths-from 34 deaths 
pet
10,000 live births to about 
six per
10,000.
The dangers incidental to 
child=
birth have been greatly 
reduced
at all the childbearing 
ages. Al-
though the early 20's cont
inue tg
the most favorable years to
t
childbearing, maternity ,s ge
net',
ally safer today for women
 ri
their late 30's than it w
as tor
women in their early 2U's a
bout
a decade ago
The progress in reducing m
eter-
nil mortality is attribut
ed to
such varied factors as the 
greatly
Increased proportion of h
osp".al
confinement, more women 
seeking
prenatal care early in pre
gnancy,




medical science, especially as
 re-
gards the control of in
fection

























Complete Radio and TV Service
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
















✓ York. N Y.-Mater:say for
Jean women is Neer now
ever before sanetietaaa ere-
im 1940 to 1953, ft It n
oted,
maternal mortality rate in
United States decreased 
ev
fifths-from 34 deaths per
live births to about six per
e dangers incidental to c
hild-
have been greatly reduced
il the childbearing ages. 
Al-
gh the early 20's contin
ue te
:he most favorable years for
lbearing, maternity is g
ener-
safer today for women IN
late 30's than it was for
ien in their early 21.1s 
about
ecade ago.
le progress in reducing m
eter.
mortality is attributed to
varied factors as the greatly
eased proportion of hospeal
rinement more women seeking
total care early in preg
nancy,
er obstetrical care. and-Of
Limiter import-the .dances in
heal science, especially as le
-
is the control of 
infection












CAR & HOME SUPPLY




1-2 h. p 4 cycle Clinton
itor, was $119.95, now
$119.88
21 INCH REELTYPE




















Mee to Hiram Tucker: The Buick
from Okinawa belonged to Master
Sergeant MiUer, sonin-la.v of sir.
and Mrs. Ray Cable. He and his
family just came back ft trn Ole:t-
rite after two years there.
*We la another service of the
Kentucky Society for Crippled
Children. They are negotiating for
use of a Breathitt County camp,
near Jackson, this summer for SU
etelpdicapped children,
r orgeolsation that makes ita
Ion for being in existence, aid
:rippled children, is worthy of
'we support of everybody.
V you haven't donated yet, check
with Jerry Dent or Howard Olaa.
The campaign for funde, ended
yesterday but if you are real nice
yoor contribution will still 6e
atleepted.
Patch wort done by the street
department over sections of the
town Murray is now paved from
here to yonder.
Me groaning in their sleep last
tWe
eW  checked on teem, but
didn't seem to be suffering
?ling. We concluded that
r Eggs consumel yester-
re having it round and
MEW Pearl Jones on South 12th
Street has art Amaryllis .n bloom
'Has 25 blooms on It and more to
coolie




A. "glasspox" epidemic ofeenys-
terfataly pitted automobile wind-
shields spread eastward across the
nation today from the Pacific
Neelhwest where hundreds of ear
Windows have been pocked in re-
cent weeks.
The -cause of the so called
eghtlatly" phenomenon had not
been determined but, whatever it
is, one •tornic scientist said it is
not radiation.
It was likely that some of the
Latest reports came from persons
who, excited by publicity, took a
lard look at their windshields and
found old pita caused by gravel or
little boys with BB guns.
In the Seattle, Wash . area,
where hundreds of windshields
were mysteriously pitted, the epi-
demic was evidently ending and
complaints of damaged windshields
were dropping off.
Over the weekend reports of un-
explained windshield damage were
made in such widely scattered
areas as Wisconsin, Texas,-Illinois,
North Carolina, Indiana. Michigan,
Ohio and British Columbia, Can-
ada.
As in Seattle, an oily ash or dust
deposit was sometimes found in
the pits, raising the possibility that
an airborne agent w•s responsible
for the plainer. The windshields
were not broken by the force of
a blow in Washington state but,
rather, merely cracked or pocked
mysteriously.
In Michigan. state police said
that chips appeared in windshields
oh about nitre Ma Of ID cars on
Mt. Pleasant streets.
Dust clouds spread a haze over
Mt. Pleasant and surrounding com-
munities Sunday However. weath-
er observers said the dust came
from the plain states and appar-
ently had no connection with the
chipped windshields.
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co..
which is examining a sample of
damaged glass from W ash ngten





night. Tuesday rather cloudy fol-
lowed by scattered showers and
cooler in the west and north por-
tions. Low tonight 56 ti 62.
-- • --
TCMPERAT1.11112.8
High Yesterday  82
Low Last Night  tig
•
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Undergoing Training 
USAF ACADEMY COMMITTEE STOPS AT MARCH FIELD
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. -
(FleTNC) - Marine Pfc. Carlos
Black Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
r. slack of 1628 Olive, Muleir‘
is undergoing four weeks
4ual combat training at
tilNee  Corps training base.
Thet-ee(eee) training is normally
given le, tee 'Urines upon com-
pletion 
i d'# 't training before
they are a q to a duty sta-
tion or sc. a also to inert
scheduled foe.e. .‘r duty.
The trainees .traust all Ma-
rines are base, e infantrymen,
whether they serve as cooks,
typists, truck drivers, or with an
aviation unit.
The course of instruction in-
cludes the latest infantry tactics,
advanced schooling on weapons,
first aid, demolition, and field fort-
ifications.
Campbell Special
Day To Start With
Chapel Services
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. - It'll
be "first things first" at Fort
Campbell's Armed Forces Day, an-
nounced for observance on Sunday,
May 16.
Before the celebration itself gets
under way at noon, there will be
chapel services specially scheduled
as invocation-one, Catholic, at 9
am., the other. Protestant, at 11.
Both services will be conducted at
Chapel No. 8. Indiana Avenue and
27th Street (Division Headquarters
area.>
Otherwise the regular Sunday
chapel schedule will hold, and
eisitore do the post will be afforded
ample Opportunite to attend the
service of their choice.
Throughout the. day Fort Camp-
bell's 12 chapels and four devo-
tional facilities will be open for
inspection And on the Midway,
north of 155th Street near Camp-
bell Air Force Base. a display of
chaplain's equipment will be Jet.
The Midway, hub of the day's
activities, will be source-point of
all routes leedirM tra thee idler-
noon's ground and Airborne kern-
ties.
But "first things first". And PO
Fort Campbell's Armed 'Forces Day




Dr. Roderick Henderson Outland
was recently elected faculty spon-
sor of the Nu Chapter of Sigma
Tau Gammieat florthwestern State
College, Natchitoches. La. Dr. Out-
land, is a member of the biological
staff.
.A native of Hamlin. Ky., Dr.
Outland was born on October 30,
1922. He received his elementary
education in Granite City. Ill.,
and Murray. Ky. Graduating from
Murray High School in 1939, he
attended Murray State College until
he joined the U.S. Navy in 1943.
He is the ton of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Outland of Detroit, Mich.,
formerly of Murray. His sister.
Mrs Kathryn Smith lives in May-
field.
Being released from service in
1946. Dr. Outland returned to
Murray State College and graduat-
ed in 1e47. During his college years
he was a member of the Biology
Club and the German Club.
In 1949, Dr. Outland received
his master's degree from Vander-
bilt University and in 1953 he
received his PH_ D degree. Whiles
at Vanderbilt he was a member of
Sigma XL national honorary scien-
tific fraternity, and Beta Beta Beta,
national honorary biological frater-
nity which he helped to organize.
He also organized a chapter of
Tri Beta at Murray State College.
Dr. Outland is a member of the
Association of Southeastern Biole-
gists, the Louisiana Academy of
Sciences, and the Tennessee Acad-
emy of Sciences. He has served as
a faculty member at Paducah
Junior College. Gettysburg College,
and Vanderbilt University.
Red Cross Mobile
Here On May 6
The Red Cross Blood Mobile
will be in Murray, May 6th. This
is to be the last visit under the
present set up. A meeting has
been held in order to get the
town and county organized to
solicit for blOod donors.
COMMITTEE TO SELECT a site for the new U. S. Air Force 
academy is enown on arrival at March
Field, Calif. From left: Charles A. Lindbergh, sworn In recently a.s a USAF reserv
e brigadier
general; Virgil M. Hancher, University of Iowa president; Gen
. Carl A. Spaatz, retired, who was
nrst USAF chief of staff; Merrill C. Mega, Chicago, vice 
president of the Hearst corporation and
1940-42 War Production board aircraft division chief; Lt. Gen. 
Hubert R. Harmon, special assist-
ant to the USAF chief of staff. Two officers eight) greeting 
the committee are Maj. Gen. Robert
M. Terrill and Brig. Gen., Charles B. Westover of March Field. 
(interticittonal Soundphoto)
Soviets Pull Struggling Wife
Of Deserter Aboard Plane
SYDNEY, Australia - The
honey blonde wife of Soviet diplo-
mat Vladimir Petrov, who was re-
ported to have exposed a Sovert
directed spy ring in Australia, was
dragged aboard %plane tonight to
be returned to Russia
Mrs. Petrov, 35. struggled fierce-
ly but was unable to resist two
_bars Of the Russian Embassy,
who pushed her aboard the plane.
A crowd surrounding the plane
shouted. "Don't go"
She looked tired and wan as
burly Russian guards dragged her
through the crowd, which included
many noisy White Russian mi-
grants.
Two airline hostesses helped her
up the ramp leading td the plane.
After she was pushed inside the
aircraft, spectators jereed the
steps away before her bodyguard
could enter.
Mrs Petrov charged last week
that her husband had been kid-
naped. She said the Australian any-
erninent lied in saying he had
abaridoned Communism and ex-
posed a spy ring.
Petrov was third secretary at
the embassy in Canberra 3nd the
was an embassy stenographer.
Mrs. Petrov appeared frantic
and near collapse when she left
the airport building to walk the
last few yards to the ramp.
She was weeping as she stum-
bled along. Her Russian body-
guards gripped her arms firmly.
Russian speaking anti - Commu-
nists swarmed about her, appar-
ently trying to help.
Mrs. Petrov was heard to- cry
out in Russian:
"I don't want to go! Save me!
Save me"
Some newsmen thought she ap-
peared drusged.
Police had to clear the crowd
before the ramp could be brought
back to the plane so her escorts
could board.
A number of security men and
officials stood at the bottom of the
ramp and Mrs. Petrov could have
askecefor asylum, had she wished.
But she weeperieria
as she boarded the plane.
She had been whisked out of the
Slasher Rips
Easter Clothes
NEW YORK, April 19. WI - A
slasher prowled among the 1,50e-
000 persons jammed in Fifth Aven-
ue for the annual Easter parale
Sunday and ripped the holidey
dresses of at least 20 women.
Police said a score of women
reported in tears that their new
Easter finery had been nrined by
the slasher who roved undetected
for more than an hour through the
crowds around St. Patriek's Cath-
edral.
The victims said they had been
attacked from the rear. Most were
not aware of the slashing until
they started for home No injuries
were reported because of the
slashings.
•
Soviet Embassy of Canberra ear-
lier today in a big black limousine.
Like a scene in a Hollywood spy
thriller, the limousine twisted
through back streets and raced
down the highway to Sydney where
they will put her on a plane to
Moscow tonight
A crowd standing outside the So-
viet embassy saw the blonde sewn-
an for the first time since her hus-
band, a Soviet secret agent, de-
serted Communism age asked Aus-
tralia for asylum.
Mrs. Petrov sat in the back seat
of the automobile alongside a wom-
an wearing heavy goggles. Three




WASHINGTON als - Auto sales
heavy consumer buying and record
new construction were cited in
government reports today as
among the brightest spots in the
economic picture.
'Labor Secretary James P. Mitch-
-ell fereeast - "decrease in 11114.111.
ployment" before the end of the
year because of "very hopeful
signs which tend to make me op-
timistic."
Mrs Petrov's escorts were be-
lieved to be two Soviet couriers
dispatched from Moscow immedie
ately after Prime Minister Robert
G. Menzies disclosed Petrov's star-
tlin.g spy testimony.
Menzies disclosed the Russians
had turned down a last minute of-
fer to arrange a farewell meeting
between Petrov and his wife.
Petrov, third secretary at the
embassy and head of Russia's se-
cret police operations in Australia
at the time of his bolt from Com-
munism two weeks ago. had re-
quested a final meeting before the
Iron Curtain closed between them.
Revival Now In
Progress At Hazel
A revival is now in progress at
the Hazel Baptist Church v.ith
Willie Hubbard. Evangelist front
Knoxville. Tennessee in the pulpit.
Willie Hubbard
Services will be held each Mete
through April 25. The singing is
being led by Cyrus Miller and
special music is being providad
throughout the meeting.
•
Rev. M. M. Hampton, pastor of
the church, has issued an inert e
lion to the public to attend this
revival. "Come with us and enjoy
an old fashioned revival", Rev.
Hampton. said.
And Harold C. McClellan, pres-
ident of the National Association
of Manufacturers, said in a tele-
vision interview Sunday night that
business conditions will be better
by fall. A lot of people being laid
off in one industry are finding jobs
elsewhere so they are not really
unemployed, he said.
A Commerce Department report
said the auto industry expects 1954
to be its third best year in spite
of a lag in sales during the first
three months of the year.
Government economists hope
sustained iiuto production will help
pull the steel industry out 'if the
doldrums Steel production last
month was down 28 per cent com-
pared to 1953 and last week the
mills were estimated to be aperat-
ing at only about 67 per cent of
capacity.
The industry's optimistic outlook
for 1e54 was bolstered by an esti-
mate by Ward's reports last week
that auto output for the first six
months will reach 2.966.000 as
against 3,255,772 in the first half
of last year and 3.108.000 in the
corresponding period of the record
production year of 1950
Dry goods merchants shared the
optimism of auto manufacturers
for 1954. A survey by the National
Retail Dry Goods Association
showed that a majority of mer-
chants expect better sales and
profits this year than even during
boom 1953. Their predictions were
beiliteredTheThilier Teeter estrytng
in the past two weeks.
Continued heavy buying by con-
sumers and record new construc-
tion were listed aa encouraging
stens in the Commerce Depart-
ment's April "Survey of Current
Business." out today. ,,,
Train Service Is
Curtailed To Fulton
LOUISVILLE IP Trains No.
101 and 102 made their last runs
from here to Fulton yesterday.
The 102 had run daily between
the two cities for tie years.
Discontinuance of the two train.s
leaves onle two passenger trains
running between here and Fulton.
The Illinois Central has said it
will seek permission from the
Kentucky Railroad Commission to
remove those two trains, if it
lose% its bulk-mail contracts be-
tween here and Fulton.
MURRAY POPULATION 8,000
More Volunteering In State
Than Any Time Since WW II
By RICHARD COLEMAN
United Press Staff Correspondent
LOUISVILLE, April 19 er -
Kentucky draft director, Col. Sol-
on F. Russell, disclosed today
more of the state's young men are
volunteering for Army sereece
now than at any time since World
%Vac II.
That was just one of the recent
developments causing activity at
state Selective Service headquart-
ers. Other activity was caused by
three new, little-publicized draft
orders that:
1. Call for immediate dratting of
men who have been deferred be-
cause of previous servics of less
than six months.
2. Recently resulted in drafting
of some fathers.
3. Will resume drafting of phy-
sicians within the next few
months.
The jump in the number of vol-
unteers has been a surprise. There
were 164 volunteers in the draft
call of 404 Kentuckians last
month, biggest percentage of vol-
unteers since Russell became dratt
director in 1941.
There were 198 volunteers in
February. The number of volun-
teers for January was also far
above the usual figure.
Russell believes unemrloymerft,
especially in Eastern Kentucky is
the main cause for the rise in
volunteers. The only other reason,
he said, was that mary high
school boys want to get their two
years of service now, when we are
not in a war.
The draft of fathers began early
this year after an order tram
Washington Zee order stated any
prospective draftee who had not
notified his draft board he was a
father, or who had not notified
his board that his wife was ex-
pecting a child, by Aug. 24. 1953
should not be considered a father.
There have been many com-
plaints, but the order stands.
The draft of ex-eervieeneen and
doctors is expected to begin with-
in the next few months.
Russell expects a few Kentucky
doctors to be called into the serv-
ice by the end of the year. The
ex-servicemen draft order became
effective 'in December, 1953. The
first of them to be drafted will
probably take pre-induction phys-
icals in May or June.
This is Kentucky's draft setup:
The network of boards, clerks
and other employes, and drafts
between 5.000 and 6.000 Kentuck-
ians a year, about 450 a month.
There are 125 draft boards, six
Needy Residents
Receive $18,000
Frankfort, Ky. - Needy residents
of Calloway County received a
total of $18,310 in public assistance
payments in March, it was dis-
closed today by the Departnient
of Economic Security. Payments
were to recipients of Old Age
Assistance, Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren and Aid to the Needy Blind.
Division Director Aaron Paul re-
ported the following allocation of
funds among the various programs:
Old Age Assistance, $16.171: De-
pendent Children, $2,020, Needy
Blind, We
Statewide totals were $3,134,260,
Paul said. up "slightly above the
$3,117,718 total in February. Dis-
tsibution of the funds for the month
showed $1$40,433 for Old Age
Assistance: $1,096,922 for Aid to
Dependent Children, and $96.905
for the needy blind.
The average Old Age Assistance
check was $35.02; Families of
Dependent Children received an
average of 1,60.99 While needy







in Jefferson County and one for
each of the .119 other counties.
There are two state appeal boards
to handle disputed decisions of
local boards, at Lexington and
Louisville. Appeals against deci-
sions of the state appeal boards go
to the President's appeal board.
State Selective Service head-
quarters here has records of more
than 1,000,000' men. Most of the
records are locked in rows of tile
cabinets, confidential material.
There are 21 fulltime employes at
the headquarters, includmg two
lieutenant colonels, one major and
two captains, all Army men.
Present law provides each boy,
upon reaching the age of 18, must
register for the draft and, when
called, serve two years active duty
in the Army.
Registrants usually are classified
by the time they are 18ta. They
are not called until they reach the
age cf 20. Most of the draftees
are 21, 22 or 23.
They receive a pre-induction ex-
amination at one of the three cen-
ters processing Kentucky draftees,
Louisville, Lexington and Cincin-
nati, Ohio. If they pass the exam-
ination, they are given at least
21 days notice before they are
actually inducted at one of the
three centers.
All Kentucky draftees are sent
to the Fort Knox reception center




The Purchase District meeting of
Homemakers will be held at Mur-
ray State College Tuesday April
20. The meeting will begin at
1015 a.m. with Mrs. T. E. Stanley,
Bardwell, who is district director,
presiding.
Speakers will be Mrs. Jack Truitt
Lexington %lose subject is "Life
in the Land of Mosques and
Caravans"; Mrs R. P Matchett.
president of the Kentucky Federa-
tion of Homemakers, "Four Dimen-
sional Living". and Miss Myrtle
Weldon, state leader of home dem-
onstration at the University of
Kentucky Miss Weldon will Illus-
trate her talk. "Windows to tne
World", with colored slides.
Reports will be given be dis-
trict federation chairmen as fol-
lows: membership. Mrs. C. A.
Gordon. Ballard County; citizen-
ship, Mrs. Charles Lattus, Fulton
County; reading. Mrs. H. H. Kun-
necke, Marshall County: publicity,
Mrs. Harold Grogan, Calloway
County.
The Fulton County Homemakers
Chorus will sing and Graves Coun-
ty Homemakers will give an entes-
taining skit on hats. Marshall
County will be hostess county.
Lunch will be served in the col-
lege dining rooms_
Approximately 700 women are
expected to attend. Counties of
the district are Fulton, Hickman,
Ballard, Carlisle. McCracken, Liv-




Jackie Cohoon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Cohoon of Murray
Route Six, is still unconscious in
an Okinawa Hospital, according to
the latest cablegram received from
the government.. _
The young boy who is serving
with the ground crew of the Air
Force on Okinawa was injured on
Friday. April 9 According to word
received by his parents he wa?
found at the foot of his barracks
with a head, injury and has not
regained consciousness as yet.
of the Basic 
ray Training School and has been
Cohoon graduated from the Mur-
Program for Adult Scout 
serving with the Air Force for
three years He was to be dis-
Leaders, will be conducted tomor-
row night at 7'30 at Wilson Hall
of Murray State College.
Bob Garrison will be in charge
of the program.
The first unit of six programs
was conducted Thursday night
with Hugh Oakley in charge.
Oakley is committee chairman for
the training program.
All adults who are interested in
scouting are urged to attend.
charged in June of this year.
Three months ago he received a
broken arm and had just returned
to his regular duties when this
second accident took place.
NOTICE
All home makers chairmen or a
representative .for their club ere
asked to meet Wednesday, April
21. at 10.30 a.m at the Red Cross
Office to complete plans for blood




Circuit Court-opened this morn-
ing with Judge Ira Smith presie-
ing. Testimony for the entire
morning was taken with the case
of Robert Carson vs Euel Lock-
hart and the estate of Opal Hous-
den.
Carson is pressing suit for dam-
ages resulting from injuries sus-
tained in an automobile accident
which occurred on the evening a
March 14, 1953.
He claims, according to his tes-
timony, a total of $4156.59. $31618
of this amount is wages which he
allegedly lost during his hospitali-
zation and convalescence. The re-
mainder is as follows: hoepital ex-
penses. $223: clothes lost in the
accident, $100; clinic bills, $500;
glasses. 51.00; watch. $50.00; other
doctor bills, e47.00: cane ard drugs
$3.00.
According to Carson's testimony,
he and Euel Lockhart left Murray
in the afternoon and went to a
roadhouse South of Haat+ Arer
staying there a short time, he tes-
tified that he and Lockhart left
and returned to Murray
As they reached the top of a
small hill just north of Midway.
he said. a Buick driven by Opal
Housden tried to pass them. lie
said that Housdene car caught the
front of the 1951 Mercury driven
by Lockhart and threw it out of
control, throwing Leekhert over
against him rendering him uncon-
scious. He said he "regained con-
sciousness later and was lying in
a ditch by the side of the high-
way.
Lockhart testified that when the
Buick threw the Mercury out of
control, it then crashed into an
oncoming truck Lockhart's car
careened down the road, he sad,
went off the road, and landele
upright on its wheels facing west.
He lost coescieusness settee the
car spun around he reel, and
threw him out into the pasture
by the road.
Testimony was heard Hem Dr
C. C. Lowry and Dr. Charlet
Clark. Both described the injuri4
received by Carson, which a-
mounted to a cut face, broket
right ankle and other cuts and
bruises. Lockhart received a bruis-
ed kidney, strained back and had
some teeth broken off. Mr. Hous-
den was killed in the collision
Lockhart is pressing suit against
the Housden estate for damages
as follows: Doctor bills. WU; loss
of two weeks work. $120: clothing,
$40 00; and his automobile. U500.-
00.
The testimony of Lockhart was
interrupted until 100 p.m. when
Judge Smith called a recess tor
the noon hour.





The Blood River Baptist Aa-
sociational meeting of the Woman's
Missionary Union willbe held at
the First Baptist Church in Mur-
ray on Thursday, April 22, begin-
ning at 10 a.m.
"Consecration" will be the' theme
of the day's program. Miss Mary
Nell Lyne, retired missionary from
China Oho is now working with
the Chinese people in San Fran-
cesco. Calif., will be the morning
speaker.
J. C. Bellew. state Royal Ambas-
sador secretary, will give the ad-
dress in the afternoon. Mrs. Voris
Sanderson of the Memorial Bap-
tist Church who is the association-
yousig people's. Lacier__.acill-re•
port on their work Other re-
ports will be given.
1 Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the
jhost church will give the devotion.




The herd of registered. Jerseys
owned by Murray State °College,
Murray. Ky, was classified for
breed type by an official classifier
of The American Jersey Cattle
Club, Prof. Hilton Boynton of
the University of New Hampshire
Sixteen animals are rated efery
Good. 22 Good Plus. 2 Good. and
1 Fair.
The Jersey breed has more of-
ficially classified animals than any
other dairy breed The claesaea-
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Yesterday's Results
NVA York 6 13r,okir,
Philadelphia .6 Pittsburgh 0, 1st,
Philadelphia 7 Pittsburgh :. 2nd.
St Louis 6 Chicago 4, 1st.
St, Louis at Chicago. 2nd game,
called end of 2nd, rain.
C.nc:nnati 6 Milwaukee 4, 1st.
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More Right Handed Pitching
Needed For Cincinnati
By CARL LUNDQUIST
United Press Sports Writer
The righthanded pitching which
Cincinnati was seeking become
a strong fir.t di % ision contender
may have been tatting on
in full view of Manager
Birdie Tebbetts all the time.
'We can be pretty tough as we
I.' but give us a Intl* more
righthanded pitching and we could
give everybody trouble,- said
Tebbetts as he praised the Cincy
power hitting.
Well, thus far. righthanders
have started every game but one
and Cincinnati is tied for first
place with the Phils at four vic-
tories and one defeat.
Jim Greengrass was a genuine
heavyweight at bat. drat mg in
four runs with a three-run homer
and single in a 6-4 first game vic-
tory. then driving in two more
in -Iffe - -5-3 second garre ;weep at
Milwaukee before he went out
with a pulled muscle in hi! back.
However, he said he felt tine
later and it was believed
would not be out of action for
long
In the opener. Howie Judson.
who had been cast aside but Was
biought back from the minors aft-
er winning 11 straight games with-
out a defeat at Tulsa last season,
gained the victory with rem(
help from Herman Wehmeier.
Tresorrow'i Games They combined to give Milwaukee
Pittsimr, .,1 New York. 
six hits. In the second game. Bul
Brooklyn at •Philadetphia, night 
Podbielan pitched 71, inamgs for
Milwaukee at Chicago.
Cinc,nnati at St Lotns. night.
UNIFORM ANSWER
ST. PAUL Minn. - - State
tax' officials here were flustered
far one desperate moment when
a taxpaying nurse asked. "Can l
take off my uniform"- Thev re-
covered and assured her undo] rc.s
were
the win, after which Frank Smith
protected his margin. Ed Bailey.
rookie catcher for Coley. hit hi,
first big league homer while Jodi
Darner ho:rered for Milwaukee.
The Mollies. who have been get-
ting phenomenal pitching. swept to
6-0 and 7-1 victories over the Pi-
rates as Robin Roberts scored his
first victory with a four hitter and




Shell Premium Gasoline with TCP; the greatest
gasoline development in 31 years, overcomes
pre-ignition and spark plug misfiring
caused by the steady accumulation of lead
, deposits in the combustion chamber.
You'll get up to 15', more
power before you've finished
your second tankful.
Did you know there's up to IScr-: more
power in yoL.a engine that you're not
getting'
Think of it-all this potter held caps
tive-needle.,1y!
It's like 'hiss
Shell Premium Gasoline with TCP
additive changes all that -before you've.
used even two tankfuls!
What happens is this:
Shell Premium with TCP stops that'
wasteful pre ignition by -fireproofing"
the deposits. Power works for you!
And, because TCP additive makes the
deposits non- conauc torso( electricity.
your plugs fire every time!
• Every mile you drive puts more de-
posit; in your engine In the combus-
tion -chamber-on the tips of your
spark plugs.
In the combustion chamber these de-
posits glow -red hot-. especially when
you step on the gas or climb a hill. This
"sets off" the fuel charge before the
piston reaches its proper firing position.
Power works against you-not for you?
On the spark plugs these same de-
posits cause short circuits. "Missing"
follows-especial:y when your engine is
"under load."
-The net to you is more power-up to
15-c, more! Power that is waiting to be
used-not ssasted' And spark plugs.
that live more than twice as long!
Shell Premium with TCP goes to'
w•,rk unlocking that captive power with
the very first gallon.,By the time you've
finished your second tankful you'll fed.
your envies had a tune-up.
There's nothing like Shell Premium
with TCP-its a Shell discovery, and
%The only place you can get it is at
.She:: dealers.
•The • 1.1 v• oprover•1 SI.,1 Wearer h
.1r11144MIV k alone.; on..I potent epp;,ed Le by She: 0.. Co.P•TIIT. T.
SHELL PREMIUM with TCP 'SHELL
The Greatrst Gasoline Development in 31 years
a seven-hitter in the second game,
The Giants topped the Dodgers,
613, as Sal Maglie beat them for
the second time., while the Cardi-
nals won. 6-4, from the Cube after
which the second game was called
after two Innings of scoreless play
because of clarkness.
In the American League. the
Senators pounded out 13 hits for
a 9.3--win over the Yankees. whle
Chicago cashed in on thr,e homers
to defeat the, Indians,' f-2. in a six-
inning J.-am-shortened game. Steve
Gromek pitched his seeons straight
victory for the Tigers ever the
Orioles, 8-3, while at Bosteln, rook-
ie Bob Trice, hurled the Athletics
to a 6-4 victory, then the Red Sox
retaliated with a 4-3 victcry in 13
innings in the second game when
Jackie Jensen broke it up with a
homer. Jensen also hit a ttrst game
homer.
Earl Torges an supplied, Roberts
fir three-run homer th the
*gat inning of the opener at Phil-
achlphia while Del Ennis was the
big batsman in the second triumph
driv4pg in five runs with rido
homers.
The Cardinals scored all of their
six runs in the seventh Lining as
rookie Tom Alston hit a two-run
homer,
For 20th time and for the
ninth time in a row at Ebbets
Field. Maglie subdued the Dodgers ch
an a strong eight-hit joo. Monte
Irvin drove in four New York
runs with a homer and two sing-
les while Willie slays also hit a




Mickey McDermott limited the
Yankees to live ,hits, including a
homer by Frank Bauer and a
triple by Mickey Mantle, as he
tired in the eighth but Wi.,)-hington
kept up a steady tattoo of sing-
les to win easily.
Detroit backed up ttor steady
Gromek with 15 hits, Walt Drop°
dr.ving in three runs with a dou-
ble arid two singles as Oromele
scattered nine hits and yielded no
•• ••• •
The Athletics made 14 hits in
their victory. In tne !second game
of the long day, Jensen. the IllUth
Man to go to bat in the three hour
and 16 minute marathon, smifiked
his homer off rookie Ed gurtrz-hy.
who . Was observing his 30tn birth-
day. Ellis Kinder was Ira- victor
in relief.
Ferris Fain,- Jim Rivera. and
Minnie Minos° hit Chicarc. homers
as lefty Dilly Pierce got by shaki•
.13/ with 10 hits in the six innings
before rain wiped out the rest of
the scheduled twin-bill. It was
Cleveland's third straight defeat
Come Set
Come Save






MONDAY, APRIL 19, 1954-*
NEW LOW PRICE
Sunday's Star' Jim Grcigngrass
of Cincinnati Who drovo in six
runs in 6-4 and 5-3 victor.es over
Milwaukee before going suit with
a lame back In the thira inning





Player & Club C. All It N Pet.
GI eengr's. Cot 5 II S 11 81 1
Jackson. Chi. 4 19 8 11 579
Jones. Phila. 5 16 4 9 55.1
- AMERICAN LEAGUE -
Glynn. Cleveland 5 18 2 12 667
White. Boston 4 15 2 8 8151
Avila, Cleveland 5 21 3 10 4.41
He rums - Campanella. Dodg-
ers. Jensen, Red Sox; ZernIsl.
Athletics, all 3.
R aus batted in - Greengrau.
Redlegs, 11, Baker. Cubs IT Jatk-
son. Cubs 7, Bell, Redle,:7, 7.
Redlegs 9: Jackson,
Cubs 8: Sauer. Cubs 7; Baker,
Cubs. 7.
NM-Glynn. Indians 12. Jack-
son, Cubs 11; Greengrass. Itedfrgs
11; Avila, Indians 10.
rteldisg-Maglie. Giants; SiM.-
mons Ph:likes; Gromek. Tigers,
all 2-0.
COFee.it IN SHOW PIECE.
WASHINGTON - _ Wash-
ington housewives may feel they
can't afford to buy coffee at pre.ant
prices, but they can nee how it is
'.4'- eathtoauth:4
stitution•s new coffee exhibit The
exhibit consists of a dionima show-
ing the drying of the freshly pick-
ed coffee "cherries' and the coffee
bean at variotso stages from the '




















Ground Beef A L P Super Right
Veal Shoulder Roast
Lamb Shoulder Roast
















Excellent bakers, 10-lb. mesh bags49c
pint 25c
39c







37c Sliced Bacon (super right, lb. 79c) all good lb. 
39cBroiler Turkeys
49c Breaded Shrimp
47c Fried Fish Sticks
AMERICAN
CHEESE FOOir"
Pan Ready, 4 to 8 lb. avg. lb.
Cap'n John frozen, 111-oz. pkg. 594
4 fishermen. 10-es, pkg. 49c
. w...2-..•• ol. illi;if .0•4 69C










.'.nn Page. Pure Peg( h. Pineapple 1 -lb jar
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee ..paghetti & Meat Balls !'














(less than lc a cup) ta
Delicia, 1-lb. cello pkg.
Mild and Mellow 1-1b.
49c Sharp Cheddar Cheese
4 for 47c
2 th ,in, 41
c
Evan Milk Ito P 
4 for 53c
rde.1, et 14 ounce cans
Baby Food t laps), 1.erhers, Lamy, Beechnut, 5 jars 47c
LOG CABIN SYRUP " nt‘ can 29c " "5(An
L1BBYS TOMATO JUICE rich isn6:=
STOKELYS PEAS
'PICKLLS 













IN 1111-ths west 1141.4.0.0 10•004(011 me
Arita, al One.ni-n.• 4•141.40 amowea Sal
arms 5....I awe ma is buy rime a ait mme
lease, om the liam
It WINS-a' 55' -sp row so 
NM aswoon
W Isms so yOli 5555 4 00 Ike oiler Sonave by
woos* swiss al helms asd pooh f4r, sae
dewed dmerii-a iebe elteemi pa WI_ a.,
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5 lb. bag 65c
PARKAY OLEOMARGARINE I If. I In 29"
Cherry Pie
pound
Jane Parker, 8-inch size
White Bread Jane Parker, 26 oz. lob/ still on
Layer Cake mental, orange iced. gold !aye
Swiss Cheese Domestic pound
53' HOT DOG RELISH
29' HEINZ PICKLES 
fresh 
slice.
2.5 PORK AND BEANS Heinz 2
25 HEINZ SOUPS 2





























9 oz3' 2 . 17ccans
a/Attica-I rottmosi Foot) !Credit'. . . SINCE 1139
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E
kers, 10.1b. mesh bags49c
pint 25c
each 39c






790 all good lb.























ra. loaf still only
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RD TRACTOR WITH ALL
ent, A-1 shape. Call 7321W-1
A. W. Steeley. 1a247)
ELECTRIC WYTPOINT STOVE, $35.00. See Ben Bagwell miles
fully automatic, looks like new,
good condition, sell cheap. Also
one Philco radio, $15. 1312 West
Main. WIC/
FOR SALE-KELVINATOR COLD
drink box for sale. Holds 4 cases
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north Highway 641. Also detecto
baby scale. ant,
105 POUND BRICK SIDING; SEC-
onds, stone design. Ideal for to-
bacco barns. Only $2.65 a square..
Call 20'7, Calloway County Soli
Improvement Association. ate'
Services Offered
RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
A NEW KIND
OF MUSICAL
Rosemary Clooney and Guy
Mitchell, two of America's
top singers of song, are
teamed together for the first
time in Paramount's brand
new Technicolor musical
western, "Red Garters,"
which is due to open Tues-
day at the Varsity Theatre.
Y Han ToppiRG imufR Capt4(44. HSI tow HAN Topping eieraisa ea 11(•,t habeas Symnedi:
cuArTER TWENTY
RAWL was standing in the
1111411010 01 the room, her hat In her
no on her face of that sod-
handle hair brushed to a shine,ntr
den, party pathetic person they
had p to bed last night. No sign
In hag almoner, either, of any can-
tle uncertainty because of
that St from decency and
Melt saying brightly and
eyelet Peter Peres', you low
doritgaife I was, all festive and
up last night, and he
e off so I had to go out
infant like Pierce Al-
gave her sister a calm,
"Let's have
now," she suggested.
"De rat down, Johnny. You're
soaking up all the heat from the
fire."
"Ws put a red suit on him one
year.° Ravel said to Pete. "The
ma* slid down and he couldn't
see gad he fell over a footstool
and mere was a rain of tea sets
and dolls and stuff. The fountain
pen We bought for daddy-we had
saved our allowances for ages to
buy It-rolled into ths hot ashes
and was ruined. Dooley walled for
hours."
"I was only seven," Julia said.
9 thought Santa Claus would be
mad at us forever."
"I was almost nine and I wasn't
fooled at all," Ravel declared. "I
knew those tremendous feat But
JohneMark ' Felt so awful about
It he sold two pups and bought
daddy another fountain pen. It
was supposed to be a dark secret
to preserve the Illusion of the
young but I found out."
-How old were you?" Pete
'eked John-Mark.
"I was 20. Just a big ungainly
lout Horribly mortified after-
ward," John-Mark said. "Where's
Gale?"
"Stirring something in the
kitchen. "I'll get her." Ravel
teased her hat on the table. "First,
though, I'll announce that P
haven't • single gift for anybody.
I'm broke. All I have in tie: world
Is Joachim. Would anybody like a
well.aramed horse for Christmas?"
Jude frowned to herself. No
Dia Ligg,..lizaw pressed and worried
Gale-Thight be, she had never let
her daughters go without money.
And Pierce had said that Ravel
had cashed a check-signed with
Gale's name, of course. To buy the
"stufr she hid, so John-Mark had
said. A taut anger stiffened Julia
so that she clenched her hands in
her lap. But she did not speak,
because Gale was coming in, with
her happy Christmas face aglow
and Thelma waddling behind her,
one expansive, white-toothed grin.
But she sat, unhappily filled with
a tuntult of unpleasant thoughts,
while John-Mark stalked about,
clowning and dumping ribboned
packages in laps.
Mare was the usual gay confu-
sion afai babble. Thelma squealing
with delight and opening her red
umbrella, then cautiously spitting
on It because an open umbrellq
was bad luck inside the house and
Gale crying, "Johnny, you angel!
I love these!" Ravel blew on the
silly brass hunting horn and tried
/ 1-.'^”vrieht. 1951. Ee
,
on the waistcoat Julia had bought
with Sewell's money, but Julia sat
still, her hands drawn back so that
they would not touch the little
scdare white package tied with
'Aver ribbon-the package John.
Mark had tossed into her lap, after
opening the little envelope.
"Yours, I think," he remarked.
"Nobody else here is a good
nurse."
Tney were all yelling at her
then. "Open up your thing P,
Dooley. Don't you want to see
what Santa Claus brought?"
So with hands that were slight-
ly uncertain she untied bows and
ripped loose sticky tape, exclaim-
ing politely over the bottles from
John-lark, the lacy blouse from
her mothe r, the earrings from
Mama Harriet, the crocheted col-
lar made by Thelma. Then there
was no escape. Pete Marshall's
eyes were on her, his mouth
quirked Into that crooked smile.
She read the label first. For a
good nurse. No name. No signa-
ture. Inside the litUe box was a
pin, the a-radiate pin of gold, with
tiny pearls, the pin she would not
be entitled to wear until June.
With Ravers eyes sharply upon
her, with Ravel's brow bent in a
dark frown, Julia held out the pin
for them all to see.
"What Is it? Jewelry. Who gave
it to you?" demanded Mrs. Ravel.
"It's my graduate pin." Julia
looked straight Into Pete Mar-
'liana face. "Thank you for bring-
ing it, Dr. Marshall. And thank
them at the hospital for me too,
will you, please?"
"Pin it on," ordered the old lac/Y.
"It looks expensive to me."
"I can't, Mama Illirriet. I'm not
entitled to wear it until I'm a reg-
istered nurse. Thank you all for •
lovely Christmas." She gathered
up all her gifts and ran upstairs.
She closed the door of her room,
but as she had expected, the door
opened again almost immediately
and Ravel came in, closing It
firmly.
"Good show, Miss Taber," she
said acidly. "Pete gave you that
pin, didn't he?"
"He had no right," Julia replied.
"I shall give it back to him tomor-
Nfeaniyhfle you data -101IWFOIlle
to know that you take expensive
present.. from doctors? Last Malt
Pete wouldn't even see me-affer
making wild love to me and lead-
ing me along to make a fool of
myself over him. Then he comes
drooling out here aad brings you
a pin."
"There are," Julia said in a
stony voice, "so many things I
don't want Gale to know. That you
lied when you said you were go-
ing to marry Pete-oh, Ravel, such
a stupid, UnniC8.4 thing to do!"
"It wasn't a lie. I am going to
marry Pete Marshall. Right now
I'm more determined on that than
on anything I ever did In my life.
Peter an egotistical hound and he
needs a grim job done on him;
and I'm the woman who can do
that."
-But, Ray," Julia cried, "if you
don't love him-Raiv, you can't do
it!"
"Look, Dooley, let's not fight. I
don't even know that I actually
want Pete."
Stiller. Dist:1=d. bz
'What you do knew is that you
can't endure being challenged. You
lost your hold on John-Mark and
now your vanity won't let you be
defeated again."
Ravel dropped on the edge of
the bed and buried her chin in her
palms. "Maybe I did slip there. It
was all so corn y, the big lug
tramping around and acting as
though he owned this place and
Gale eating it all up-all that
fatherly stuff. Lecturing me, for
the good of my soul. Telling me
all that guff this Morning-what
a gentle, helpless creature you
were, how you needed somebody
to take care of you-why, the bag
goon!" She sprang to her feet ab-
ruptly, her lips caught in ear
teeth, the silver glitter burning In
her eyes. "So, that's what he
wants!" Sly, deadly purpose was
in the rigidity of her body, her
voice was the snick of • whip at
the barrier. "Dooley, I'm terribly
indebted to you!" she cried. "You
don't know it yet but you've done
something for me. I may not have
any heart-that's been suggested
-but I do have a brain. Clever.
enough to know how to get what
I want."
She hurried out of the room, and
presently Julia followed her down-
stairs, still bewildered. There was
no interpreting Ravel, no under-
standing the swift, dIzzylng
changes in her that became in-
stantly apparent at the dinner
table.
All at once, here was a new
Ravel, quiet, iepbdued, gently gra-
cious to everyone, so that even old
Mrs. Ravel looked at her sharply.
She had seated herself beside
John-Mark and listened raptly
while he talked; she made no dry,
bitter remarks, no cynical com-
ment. She detailed all the improve-
ments she had noted in the Old
Williamson house, and when John-
Mark beamed with pleaure at her
approval Julia felt a sinking sort
of anger. Couldn't he see that all
this was an act with Ravel? But
now Julia knew, too well, that she
had been right all along. It had
always been John-Mark for Ravel.
Always, though she had flouted
him, been apparently contemptu-
ous of him, it had been Johnny
that- Ravel - realty wanted. Now,
with her innate shrewdness, Ravel
had seen the pattern. Ravel was
not being Ravel today; she was
being Julia_
When Ravel came Into her room
later Julia was gathering her pos-
sessions to return to the hospital.
Ravel said blunt] y: "Dooley,
Pete says he'll drive you and
grandmother back to town-and I
want to tell you I do appreciate
what you did for me last night.
You don't know it yet but you did
something pretty wonderful for
me. You ni ad e me appreciate
Johnny. So now I'm giving you a
Christmas present-I'm giving
Pete back to you, all for free. You
can have him and keep him, for
yettr own. But you do ewe me a
little. At least I did teach Mr.
Peter Percy Marshall not to hate
women."
Julia scarcely knew her own
voice, so smooth, so assured it was.
"It could be," she said coolly,




'ME LEDGER & TIM, MURRAY,
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•
and insects. Expert work. Call
441 or see Sam Kelley,
DESTROY TERMITES. FREE IN-
spection. Reasonable price Work
guaranteed. Frank McKinney, Boir
471, phone 1521-R-4, Mayfield.
(a30p)
FOR RENT
3 ROOM DUPLEX, UNFURNISH-
ed. Hot water. Mrs. Bob MeCtus-
ton. 503 Olive St., phone 33. (a21c)
FOR RENT-NEW NICELY DEC-
orated house. 4 rooms and bath.
4 nice closets. Beautiful kitchen
cabinets. Utility room electric wat-
er heater. Oil heat. Call 571-R
al9c
THREE ROOM AND BATH GA.
rage apartment, auwnstairs, unfur-




expanding. Need several men to
call on farmers in Calloway and
surrounding counties. $2.00 per
hour and up, plus bonus. To In-
quire see H. It. Wilkinson. or it.
Hensley. 6 to 9 p.m., week days
only, at Hotel National. (Wail)
THERE IS NOW A SINGER
Sewing Machine representive for
new and used machines and re-Al
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411-
Poplar, phone 1074-R Trc
Wanted
WANTED-2 LADIES FOR OUR
special demonstration work. Ex-
cellent pay. Car necessary. Write
Box 32S a24p
LOST-BLACK PATENT BILL-
fold containing proper identifica-
tions. Keep money, but please
return billfold and important pap-
ers. • Clint Rollomon, College Hub.
alts
CHAMPAIGN, flI - 1P1 - Two
University of Illinois football play-
ers and a Navy man found they
were no match for a waitress with
her dander up. They got into an
argument over the Way she wps
handling their order. She warned
them to behave or she would douse
them with maple syrup. They




Maybe by now there will be
room for my bit of chatter.
Crappie time is here again, so
with the county school Festival
last week here, and all the traffic
incurred by fishing, and the daily
demonstrations around our corners
of hot rod driving, we never have
time fur loneliness.
Theres quite a bit of visiting
being done. Rev. Herbert Lax
stopped in to say that he and his
wife were taking off to Knoxville
for a vacation with relative.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins of
Highland Park, spent last week
in Oak Ridge and Chatanooga,
windiog up in Calloway for Easter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramond Fielder
were pleasantly surprised by a
visit from his sister, Mrs. Katie
Fielder Willoughby and husband of
Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Annie Moody Graham left





-feri—daYs. tO-Ctiildree-ilf-Ditroit-e-ifieil be new cumin-s at Sulphur - Spell
Canada to see her husband and 'tame for Easter at her parents, Church last Sunday. Amon
g the,
daughters' families.
T. W. Henry has been visiting
the James and Guy Wilson families
and Dean Lockes and other Pat-
terson relatives, before being trans-
ferred back to Australia where
he married an Australian girl
ieveral years ago when in active
service of Uncle Sam.
We think our Gene Lovins, who
has been stationed at San Diego
the three years he has been in
the Navy, has gone to sea duty
now. May the waters be untroubled
for him and all other Mothers
boys..
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Loving and
drmanrammit.















Are You Planping On Buying A Shallow Or Deep
Well Pump?
If So. Then See The
Elroy Sykes Plumbing Co.
Mr. anti Mrs. Perry Albrittains and
other relatives.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. Math Wrye and
other deaths, and the illness of
Mr. Gus Parker, and any others
not able to enjoy the coming of
spring.
We were glad to see several
were Mrs. Trellis and Mrs. Wi
McCuiston, Mrs. Arthur Jeweil
Mrs. Myrtis Perry, and other,
We wish all of them and others
could come regtlarly.
We hope Easter will find all





The Phillips 66 Shield on the sidewall of a
tire is your guarantee of quality—cold rubber
Ftreads, toughened with Philblack 0, give youup to 30% more mileage. Come in today. See
,this great new Phillips Super DeLuxe Tire-1
the tire that gives you bonus mileage at no
. extra cost.
,
We -have in stock shallow well pumps that can be
converted to deep well pumps for as little as $111.00
Deep well Pumps priced as low as  $117.50
These pumps have the famous name JACUZZI built
by the inventors of the Jet Pump.
For free estimates for all your plumbing call the











CRI4MM U I UaLP.',
prr ITT .
THOSE 51114005!
Amazing Road Hazard Guaranty
Every Phillips 66 Super Dee_ras.Lux
TS Oil- e cITOI
hazard damage.
BUY NOW—PAY LATER. High trade-in
l allowances on your old tires and easy terms if" 1
you want them, make it easy to own these great;
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P sm 0' TN' SAuSAGE
E <JEST FL APED ofrET
HOP/N' TIEIE COOKED —
OUT; EVEN RAW THEY
*1ST-ES 1./KE OYSTERS
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•
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BUT HOW COULD THEY









DON'T WORRY, EtEcKv, WE'LL SEE YOU
THROUGH THIS MESS,,. I'VE HIRED THE
FAMOUS R.ROSCOE COLLON AS yam
LAWYER,'
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THE LEDGER & TIMES I More Right Handed Pit
ching
PUBLISHED BY LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Needed For Cincinnati3ansolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Ties. and The
Msnee-Herald October 20, 1928, and thee West Kentuckian, Jarman
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH
Metered at the Pest Office. Murray, 1Kentucky, for trananilasion es
Second Class blotter
THIS KENTUCKY ?KESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 13611
Monroe, Memento, Tenn' 160 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago; 11 Bolystoa St., Boston,
1042.
We reserve the .right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Edito
r,
et Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best Intere
st
le our reader*.
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Standings - New -York
Philadelphia
Brooklyn





- AMERICAN LEAGIL'E -
W L Pet. GS
4 1 81110
New York 2 2 300 I%
Boston 2 2 300 1
Philadelphia 2 2 3140 Its
Washington 2 2 500 16•
Cleveland 2 3 400 2
Baltimore 2 3 441) 2




Washington 9 New York 3.
Detroit II Baltimore 3.
Chicago 6 Cleveland 2--ca4od
of six. rain
Chicago at Cleveland 2nd game
postponed, rain.
Philadelphia 6 Boston 4 lst




Philadelphia V6 .- n. night.
Only games szhedu.sd.
- NATIONAL LEAGUE -
W L Pet GB
4 1 .800
4 I 800
2 2 500 II
2 2 500 Ps
2 2 500 11:
2 3 40u 2
1 3 .250 2,
Pittsburgh 1 4 290 3
Yesterday's Results
New York 6 Brooklyn 3
1 Philadelphia 6 Pittsburgh 0, 1st.
Philadelphia 7 Pittsburgh :. 2nd.
St Louis 6 Chicago 4, 1st.
1St. Louis at Chicago. 2nd game.
i called end of 2nd, rain.
ICiricifinaii 6 Milwaukee 4. 1st.
Cincinnati 5 Milwa .kze S. 2nd.
Ti-morrow's Games
Pfttseii• New York.
Brooklyn a: Philadelphia. night.
Milwaukee at Chicago
Cincinnati at' St Louis. night.
-----
I'NflORNII ANSWER
ST PAUL. Minn. - IP - State
tax officials here were flustered
ir one desperate moment when
taxpaying nurse asked. -Can I
take off my uniform*" They re-
covered and assured her unifoirns
were deductible
By CARL LUNDQUIST
United Press Sparta Writer
The righthanded pitchmg which
Cincinnati was seeking 0 become
a slicing first division contender
may have been sitting on the
tends in full view of Manager
Birdre Tebbetts all the time.
Can be .pretty tougn as we
Wee. but give us a little more
righthanded pitching and we could
give everybody trouble." said
Tebbetts as he praised the Cincy
power hitting.
Well, thus far, righthanders
have started every game but one
and neinnati is tied for first
place h the Phils at four vic-
tories an e efeat.
Jim Greengrass was a genuine
heavyweight at bat: driving In
four runs with a three-run homer
and single in a 6-4 first game vie-
•tory, then driving in two more
in the 5-3 second game sweep at
Milwaukee before he went out
with a pulled muscle in his back.
However, he said he felt tine
later and it was believed nli6
would not be out of action for
long
In the opener. Howie Judson.
who had been cast aside but was
biought back from the minors aft-
er winning 11 straight games with-
out a defeat at Tulsa last season,
gained the victory with renef
help from Merman Wehmeier.
They combined to give Milwaukee
six hits In the second game. Biel
Podbielan pitched 71,, 'inamgs for
the win, after which Frank Smith
protected his margin. Ed Bailee.
rookie, catcher for Cincy. hit MS
first big league homer while JAE
Dittmer homered for Milwaukee.
The Phillies. who have been get-
tug pheflomenal pitching. swept to
6-0 and 7-1 victories over the Pi-
rates as Robin Roberts scored his
first victory with a four hitter and




Shell Premium Gasoline with TCP; the greatest
gasoline development in 31 years, overcomes
pre-ignition and spark plug misfiring
caused by the steady accumulation of lead
, deposits in the combustion chamber.
You'll get up to 15',) more
power before you've finished
your second tankful.
Did you know there's up to 1 5';', more
power in your engine - that you're not
getting'
Think of it-• all this pow er held cap•
bye- needlessly'
WI Ike *its
Every m?le you drive puts more de-
positS in your engine In the combus-
tion chamber-on the ttps of your
spark plugs.
In the combustion chamber these de-
posits glow "red hot". especlay when
you step on the gas.or climb a hi:i. This
"sets off" the fuel charge before the
piston reaches its proper firing position.
Power works against you -not for youl
On the spprk plugs these same de•
posits cause short circuits. -Missing"
followstspec.al:y when your engine is
"under load."
Shen Premium Gasoline with TCP
additive changes a.: that -before you've
used even two tankfuls!
What happens is this:
Shell Premium with TCP stops that'
wasteful'pre ignition by "fireproofing"
the deposits. Power works for you?
And. because TCP additive makes the
deposits non -conductors o'f electricity.
your plugs fire every time!
The net to you is more power-up to
more! Power that is waiting to be
used-nor ss asted' And spark plugs.
that live rnorethan twice as long!
Shell Premium with TCP goes to*
work. unlocking that captive power with
the very first gal:on By the time you've
finistied your second tankful you'll fed,
your engine's had a tune up.
There's nothing like Shell Premium
with TCP-it's a She:1 discovery.and
the only place you can get It slat
She:: dealers.
'vibe tta-ra. • .1. debrover.i 5, Seat1111tomet.h. 
r
Irene.; se,: patent app..e<1 iot by Slut. 00Ccabralot• •
SilIELCPREMIUM with TCP 'SHELL
.The Greatfst Gasoline Development in 31 years
,•••
4
a seven-hitter in the second game.
The Giants topped the Dodgers,
613. as Sal Maglie beat them for
the second time, while the Cardi-
nals won, 6-4, from the Cubit after
which the second game was called
after two innings of scoieless play
because of darkness.
In the American League, the
Senator" pounded out_ y_!nts for
a 9-3 win over the Yankees. ',tele
Chicago cashed in on thr,r homers
to defeat-the Indians, 6-2. in a six
inning rain-shortened game. Steve
Gromek pitched his secona straight
victory for the Tigers ever the
Orioles, 8-3, while at Bosten. rook-
ie Bob Trice hurled the Athletic's
to a 6-4 victory, then the Red Sot
retaliated with a 4-3 victcry in 13
Innings in the second game when
Jackie Jensen broke it up with a
homer. Jensen also hit a Prat game
horne•irdthr 
To
a three-run homer in the
Earl rges in supplied Roberts
first inning of the opener at Phil-
adslphia while Del Ennis was the
big batsman in the second triumph
driv4ag in five runs with tee°
homers.
The Cardinals scored all of their
six runs in the seventh Lining as
rookie Tom Alston hit s two-run
homer.
For the 20th time and for the
ninth time in a row at Ebbets
Field. Mastic subdued the Dodgers
in a strong eight-hit job. Monte
Irvin drove in four New York
runs with a homer and two sing-
les while Willie utays also hit a
homer. Duke Snider and Gil Hod-
ges homered for Brooklyn.
Mickey McDermott limited the
Yankees to five hits, including a
homer by Frank Bauer and a
triple by Mickey Mantle, as he
tired in the eighth but Wi.shington
kept up a steady tattoo of sing-
les to win easily.
Detroit backed up th2 steady
Gromek w4th 15 hits, Walt Drop°
driving in three runs with a dou-
ble and two singles as Gromek
scattered nine hits and yielded no
walks. ••• •''
The Athletics made 14. hits in
their victory. In the second game
of the long day. Jensen, the 100th
man to ,go to bat in the three hour
and 16 minute marathon, smacked
his homer off rookie Ed burtschy.
who was observing his 30th birth-
day. Ellis Kinder was. the victor
in relief.
Ferris Fain, Jim Rivera. and
Minnie Minos° hit Chicago homers
as lefty 0112y Pierce got by shaki-
ly wi0_,10 hits st the six innings
before tarn wiped out th.6 rest of
the scheduled twin-bill. It was
Cleveland's third straight defeat
Sunday's Star: Jim Greengrass
of Cincinnati who drove in stx
runs in 6-4 and 5-3 victor es over
Milwaukee before going nit with
a Lame back in the thiro Inning
of the second game.
MAJOR LEAGUE
LEADERS
- NATIONAL LEAGUE -
Mayer le Club G AB 1 H Pet.
Greengr's. Cm. 5 18 5 11 61 1
Jackson. Chi. 4 19 8 11 579
Jones. Ph la 5 It 4 9 M.1














NEW LOW PR10E I
BANANAS
Specially selected_Large Fruit













Ground Beef A L P Super Right
Veal Shoulder Roast
Lamb Shoulder Roast













Excellent bakers, 10-1b. mesh bags 49C
pint 25c
fresh Cuban jumbo 8a9 size each 
39c
4 lb. bag 49cinesap, Fancy
Cut A&P 149C Blade Cut Heavy



















Whitehouse Milk e.ap 14 or
1


















Baby Food lapp, Gerber', Liboy, Beechnut, 5 Jars47c
LOG CABIN SYRUP 12 Os can 29'
LIBBYS TOMATO JUICE rich
5 18 2 12: STOKELYS PEAS
4 15 2 V OM
Avila, Cleveland 5 21 3 11) 411
Mime .runs - Campanella. Dodg-
ers. Jensen. Red Sox: Zernial.
Athletics, all 3.
taus batted in - Greengrass.
Redlegs, 11: Baker. Cubs le Jack-
st;n.. Cubs 7: Bell. Redle.2.!, 7.
Redlegs 9: Jackson,
Cubs 8: Sauer. Cubs 7; Baker,
Cubs. 7.
1111116-Glynn. Indians 12. Jack-
son. Culas II; Greengraes, Redfrgs
11; Avila; Indians 10
PitehIng-Maglie. Giants; Sim-
mons Phillies; Gromek. Tigers,
all 2-0.
COF eta. IN SHOW PIECE
WASHINGTON -- 101 - Wash-
inglon housewives May fest they
can't afford to buy coffee at presr_nt
des. but they can Pee how it )6
processed at the Smithsonian In-
stitution'. new c?fliee exhibit Tta
exhibit consists of a diorama shoe,'
ing the drying of the freshly pick-
ed coffee "cherries' and the colic;
bean at various stages from it.
rape -cherry-to the roasted beae
arm "JIM BO"
/11 orftroi herb
a. 110-ies ewe ssessietai .11/96.1.11 11%*
11186.1-4S5 attar.* batten. mat
s. UsWOO lireWI ie. lbs a el sa.
seesaw at Si Be teem •
IT Mena-ft ir*** .set as vo " er"
ei belt N 545 ise.• III. ease knee et
mogse soma el bal/W11 •661 ('is 's f 
an/i,
awe/ babta-.0 tate wry. eta b
y
11•5 sof 1110 fa**,s. ..I4 111r.54 AO SO.
Th• • as pilio 1.•55• rod Mows 
a
0.1111ew
Pus a n• ka•  eels- bastifil•I lobar Ire
OWN' Soy *as km yain I, ebbs CS. Sta.
st.,
gasteeteed Seat $140,04 let 41110 
• -
Neter cash. 55 15 11•I54lla














10-01. . goblet •






5 lb. bag 65c





•ktige • "•066,.! 6[61





right, lb. 79ci all good












(less than lc a cup) %
Sugar Wafers Dencia, I-lb cello pkg.





Jane Parker, 8-inch size
White Bread Jacie Parker, 20 oz. loaf still only
Layer Cake oanul, orange iced, gold layer
Swiss Cheese Domestic






















25' HEINZ SOUPS `::::11̀  "le" 2 
,5
cans J












ArAfIlICA3 i0114MOST POOP Want* .. SINCI 1130












































































kers, 10-lb. mesh bags
pint 25c
39c







790 all good lb.




















































DAY, APRIL 19, 1954.
000
FOR SALE
RD TRACTOR WITH ALL
ent, A-1 shape. Cali 738W-1
A. W. Steeiey. (a24p)
ELECTRIC HOTPOINT STOVE,
fully automatic, looks like new,
good condition, sell cheap. Also
one Philco radio, $15. 1312 West
Main.
FOR .SALF..—KELVINATOR COLD
drink box for sale. Holds 4 cases
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 HOAR IOPPIRG MILLER
CHAPTER TWENT,
RAVIRL was standing in the
middles.ed the room, her hat in her
head, her hair brushed to a shine,
no tagea on her face of that sod-
den, play pathetic person they
had pet to bed last night No sign
In bee manner, either, of any con-
trition or uncertainty because of
• that descent from decency and
self-respect..
She was saying brightly and
evenly 'Peter Percy, you low
dog! Here I was, all festive and
dressed up last night, and he
brushed me off so I had to go out
with an infant hke Pierce Al.
bright."
Julia gave her sister a calm,
dismisaing smile. "Let's have
Chrillaillias now," she suggested.
"De lilt down, Johnny. You're
soaking up all the heat from the
fire."
"We put a red suit on him one
year.* Ravel said to Pete. "The
ma.* slid down and he couldn't
see gild he fell over a footstool
and .1here was a rain of tea seta
and dolls and stuff. The fountain
pen we bought for daddy—we had
saved our allowances for ages to
buy it—rolled into the hot ashes
and was ruined. Dooley wailed for
hours."
"I was only seven," Julia said.
9 thought Santa Claus would be
mad at ua forever."
was almost nine and I wasn't
fooled at all," Ravel declared. "I
knew those tremendous feet- But
John-Mark felt no awful about
It ha aold two pups and bought
daddy another fountain pen. It
was supposed to be a dark secret
to preserve the illusion of the
young but I found out."
"How old were you 7" Pete
asked John-Mark.
"I was 20. Just a big ungainly
lout. Horribly mortified after-
ward." John-Mark said. "Where's
Gale?"
"Stirring something in the
kitchen. "I'll get her." Ravel
tossed her hat on the table. "First,
though, I'll announce that I
haven'c a single gift for anybody.
I'm broke. All I have in the world
Is Joachim. Would anybody like a
well-trained horse for Christmas?"
Julia frowned to herself. No
dattar how pressed and worried
Gale might be, she had never let
her daughters go without money.
And Pierce had said that Ravel
had cashed a check—signed with
Gale's name, of course. To buy the
"stuff" she hid, so John-Mark nse
said. A taut anger stiffened Julia
so that she clenched her hands in
her lap. But she did not speak,
because Gale was coming in, with
her happy Christmas face aglow
and Thelma waddling behind her,
one expansive, white-toothed grin.
But she sat, unhappily tilled with
a twault of unpleasant thoughts,
while John-Mark stalked about,
clowning and dumping ribboned
packages in laps.
Tlio.e was the usual gay confu-
sion eid babble. Thelma squealing
with delight and opening her red
umbrella, then cautiously spitting
on It because an open umbrae*,
was bad luck inside the house and
Gale crying, "Johnny, you angel!
I love these!" Ravel blew on the






THE LEDGER, & TIMES, MURRAY, KENT13 CIT
WANT
Bagwell rti miles and insects. Expert work. Call
641. Also detecto 441 or see Sam Kelley. (tic)
a20p
105 POUND BRICK SIDeNG, SEC-
onds, stone design. Ideal for to-
bacco barns. Only $2.85 a square.
Call 207, Calloway County Said
Improvement Association. (tic)
Services Offered I
RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
A NEW KIND
OF MUSICAL
Rosemary Clooney and Guy
Mitchell, two of America's
top singers of song, are
teamed together for the first
time in Paramount's brand
new Technicolor musical
western, "Red Garters,"
which is due to open Tues-
day at the Varsity Theatre.
c„,m. itST Fy Hoes Toppi,* 94.11cr. themlneed Potocel 8Y.0411:
on the waistcoat Julia had bought
with Sewell's money. but JUllft sat
still, her hands drawn back so that
they would not touch the little
se,iare white package tied with
,ilver ribbon—the package John-
Mark had tossed into her lap, after
opening the little envelope.
"Yours, I think," he remarked.
"Nobody else here is a good
nurse."
They were all yelling at her
then. • "Open up your t h ing s,
Dooley. Don't you want to see
what Santa Claus brought?"
So with hands that were slight-
ly uncertain she untied bows and
ripped loose sticky tape, exclaim-
ing politely over the bottles from
John-lark, the lacy blouse from
her m o the r, the earrings from
Mama Harriet, the crocheted col-
lar made by Thelma. Then there
was no escape. Pete Marshall's
eyes were on her, his mout h
quirked into that crooked smile.
She read the label first For a
good nurse. No name. No signa-
ture. Inside the little box was a
pin, the graduate pin of gold, with
tiny pearls. the pin she would not
be entitled to wear until June.
With Ravel's eyes sharply upon
her, with Ravel'a brow bent in a
dark frown, Julia held out the pin
for them all to see.
"What is It? Jewelry. Who gave
it to you?" demanded Mrs. Ravel.
"It's my graduate pin." Julia
looked straight into Pete Mar-
shells face. "Thank you for bring-
ing it, Dr. Marshall. And thank
them at the hospital for me too,
will you, please?"
"Pin it on," ordered the old lac*.
"It looks expensive to me."
"I can't, Mama Illerriet. I'm not
entitled to wear it until I'm a reg-
istered nurse. Thank you all for a
lovely Christmas." She gathered
up all her gifts and ran upstairs.
She closed the door of her room,
but as she had expected, the door
opened again almost immediately
and Ravel c a me In, closing It
firmly.
"Good show, Miss Taber," she
said acidly. "Pete gave you that
pin, didn't het"
"He had no right," Julia replied.
"I shall give it back to him tumor-
"Meanwhile you don't want Gale
to know that you take expensive
presents from doctors? Last night
Pete wouldn't even see me—after
making wild love to Inc and lead-
ing me along to make a fool of
myself over him. Then he comes
drooling out here and brings you
a pin."
"There are," Julia said in a
stony voice, "so many things I
don't want Gale to know. That you
lied when you said you were go-
ing to marry Pete—oh, Ravel, such
a stupid, useless thing to do!"
"It wasn't a lie. I am going to
marry Pete Marshall. Right now
I'm more determined on that than
on anything I ever did in my life.
Pete's an egotistical hound and he
needs a grim job done on him:
and I'm the woman who can do
that."
"But, Ray," Julia cried, "if you
don't love him—Ray, you can't do
it!"
"Look, DooleV, let's not fight. I
don't even know that I actually
want Pete."
Be ee rerenr,, DIeL2Letite..
"What you do know is that you'
can't endure being challenged. You
lost your hold on John-Mark and
now your vanity won't let you be%
defeated again."
Ravel dropped on the edge of
the bed and buried her chin in her
palms. "Maybe I did slip there. It
was all so corn y, the big lug
tramping around and acting as
though he owned this place and
Gale eating it all up—all that
fatherly stuff. Lecturing me, for
the good of my souL Telling me
all that guff this Morning—what
a gentle, helpless creature you
were, how you needed somebody
to take care of you—why, the big
goon!" She sprang to her feet air'
ruptly, her lips caught in her
teeth, the silver glitter burning in
her eyes. "So, that's w hat he
wants!" Sly, deadly purpose was
in, the rigidity of her body, her
voice was the snick of a whip at
the barrier. "Dooley, I'm terribly
indebted to you!" she cried. "You
don't know it yet but you've done
something for me. I may not have
any heart—that's been suggested
—but I do have a brain. Clever
enough to know how to get what
I want."
She hurried out of the room, and
presently Julia followed her down-
stairs, still bewildered. There was
no interpreting Ravel, no under-
standing the swift, dizzying
changes in her that became in-
stantly apparent at the dinner
table.
All at once, here was a new
Ravel, quiet, Valued gently gra-
cious to everyone, so that even old
Mrs. Ravel looked at her sharply.
She had seated herself beside
John-Mark and listened raptly
while he talked; she made no dry,
bitter remarks, no cynical com-
ment. She detailed all the improve-
ments she had noted in the old
Williamson house, and when John.
Mark beamed with pleasure at her
approval Julia felt a sinking sort
of anger. Couldn't he see that all
this was an act with Ravel? But
now Julia knew, too well, that she
had been right all along. ft had
always been John-Mark for Ravel.
Always, though she had flouted
him, been apparently cOntemptu-
ous of him, it had been Johnny
thab Ravel really wanted. Now,
with her innate shrewdneas, Ravel
had seen the pattern. Ravel was
not being Ravel today; she was
being Julia.
When Ravel came into her room
later Julia was gathering her pos-
sessions to return to the hospital.
Ravel said bluntly: "Dooley,
Pete says he'll dri v e you and
grandmother back to town—and I
want to tell you I do appreciate
what you did for me last night.
You don't know It yet but you did
something pretty wonderful for
me. You made me appreciate
Johnny. So now I'm giving you a
Christmas present—I'm giving
Pete back to you, all for free. You
can have him and keep him, for
your own. Bitt you do owe me a
little. At least I did tench Mr.
Peter Percy Marshall not to hate
women."
Julia scarcely knew her own
voice, so smooth, so assured it was.
"It. could be," she said coolly,
"that I will accept your offer,"
(To He Continued.;
b.7 Kiar Fee 'Aires 'eyed ice
DESTROY TERMITES. FREE IN-
spection. Reasonable price Work
guaranteed. Frank McKinney, Box
471, phone 1521-R-4, Mayfield.
(a.30n)
FOR RENT
3 ROOM DUPLEX. UNFURNISH
ed. Hot water. Mrs. Bob McCuis
ton. 503 Ohlke St., phone 33, (a21c)
FOR RENT—NEW NICELY DEC-
rated house. 4 rdoms and bath.
4 nice closets. Beautiful kitchen
cabinets. Utility room electric wat-
er heater. Oil heat. Call 571-R
ale;
THREE ROOM AND BATH GA.
rage apartment, tiownstairs, =fur-
nished. Call 672 day, or 1656 3t
night. (ttc)
NOTICE
LARGE NATIONAL CON CE.K N
expanding. Need several men to
call on farmers in Calloway and
surrounding counties. $2.00 per
hour and up, -plus bonus. To in-
quire see H. R. Wilkinson or it.
Hensley, 6 to 9 p.m., week days
only, at Hotel National. (ar2p)
THERE IS NOW A SINGER
Sewing Machine representive for
new and used machines and rev
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411
Poplar, phone 1074-R TrC
Wanted
WANTED-2 LADIES FOR OUR
special demonstration work. •Ex-








Maybe by now there will be
room for my bit of chatter.
Crappie time is here again, so
with the county school Festival
last week here, and all the traffic
incurred by fishing, and the daily
demonstrations around our corners
of hot rod driving, we never have
time for loneliness.
Theres quite a bit of visiting
being done. Rev. Herbert Lax
stopped in to say that he and his
wife were taking off to Knoxville
for a vacation with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins of
Highland Park, spent last week
in Oak Ridge and Chatanooga,
winding up in Calloway for Easter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramond Fielder
were pleasantly surprised by a
visit from his sister, Mrs. Katie
Fielder Willoughby and husband of
Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Annie Moody Graham left
Monday with Mrs. Lydia Her,ry
term
Canada to see her husband and
daughters' families.
'T. W. Henry has been visiting
the James and Guy Wilson families
and Dean Lockes and other Pat-
terson relatives, before being trans-
ferred back to Australia where
he married an Australian girl
several years ago when in active
service of Uncle Stunkle.
We think our Gene Lovins, who
,has been stationed at San Diego
the three years he has been in
the Navy, has gone to sea duty
now. May the waters be untroubled
for him and all other Mothers
boys..
















I .I.ost and Fe-unsij„
LOST—BLAcir: ATENT BILL-
fold containing pismer identifica-
bons. • Keep money, but please
return billfold and important pap-
ers. Clint Hollomon, College Hub,
a lap
CHAMPAIGN, III. — lB — Two
University of Illinois football play-
ers and a Navy man found they
were no match for a waitress with
her dander up. They got into an
argument over the way she wos
handling their order_ She warned
them to behave or she siagiUd douse
them with maple syrup. They
didn't so she did.
I I I I  I  I I MI I I  I I  I I I I I I 
to—ailldren of Detroit expect to be
home for Easter at her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Albrittaina and
other relatives.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. Math Wrye and
other deaths, and the illness of
Mr. Gus Parker, and any others




Are You Planning On Buying A Shallow Or Deep
Well Pump?
If So. Then See The•
Elroy Sykes Plumbing Co.
to see several
We have in stock shallow well pumps that can be
converted to deep well pumps for as little as $111.00
Deep well Pumps priced as low as  $117.50
These pumps have the famous nasals JACUZZI built
by the inventors of the Jet Purest; --,
For free estimates for all your plumbing call the
Elroy Sykes Plumbing Co.
Phone 1654-J
 emealemaiee
new corners at Sulphur Sprir
Church last Sunday. Among the,
were Mrs. Trellis and Mrs. Wi
McCuiston, Mrs. Arthur Jewe!)
Mrs. Myrtis Perry: sad other-
We wish all of them and others
could come regtlarly.
We hope Easter will find all





The Phillips 66 Shield on the sidewall of a
tire is your guarantee of quality—cold rubber
'treads, toughened with Philblack 0, give youup to 30% more mileage. Come in today. See
this great new Phillips Super DeLuxe Tire—I
the tire that gives you bonus mileage at no
extra cost.
Amazing Road hkumwd Guaranty
Every Phillips 66 Super DeLuxe r.ss9ter art_ 
ghariiiTeediTafteen months against roe'
hazard damage.
1BUY NOW—PAY LATER. High trade-inallowances on your old tires and easy terms if
you want them, make it easy to own these great;




















SIZE t./.557 FLIPPED OfrEi?
HOP/N' 7lf3E COOK.E.9 —
1.34.17; ES/EN RApe TREY
TASTES ,I../KE OYSTERS
ON Tie HALF-SA/EL .fri'
ARBIE an' SLATS
BUT HOW COULD THEY







DON'T WORRY, BECKY, WE'LL SEE YOU
THROUGH THIS MESS... I'VE NIPPED THE






















Cap, MN 0, Wend 14•••••
Rutin= Van inren
ROSCOE COLLON'LL REPRESENT















Jo Burleson, Editor.  . Phone 55 or 1150441
Mrs. Walsie Lewis Is
Hostess For Meeting
Of Harris Grove Club
Mrs. Walsie Lewis opened her
lovely home for the meeting of toe
Harris Grove Homemakers Club
bled Wednesday afternoon at one-
thirty o'clock.
The subject for the April study
was "Fabric and New Fiber Se-
lections. which was presented by
the leaders. The leaders said each
one should always study the fab-
ric and how to rare for it proper-
ly.
The meeting was called to order
by the president and the devo-
tion was read from John_ Mrs.
Wrather read the thought for the
month.
Mrs. Marvin'rParks gave a talk
on a famous place which was
White Sands, New Mexico. Every-
one enjoyed it very much. Mrs
„ Aisle Lewis gave interesting
points on "Landscaping and Gar-
dening."
Miss Rachel Rowland was pres-
ent and made comments on the
ditrict meeting which will be held
Tuesday. April 20, and the style
show to be held May 5 at the
Woman's Club House
Refreshments were served ey
the hostess assisted by Mrs. Mil-
ler to the ten members present.
The club officials urged every-
one to be present at the May
meeting which will be held with
Mrs Gary Myers. "




Members of the Murray High
School chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America attendei
the district FHA convention held
at Heath High School Saturday.
April 10.
New officers were eleeted and
highlights of FHA work was dis-
cussed according to Miss Carolri
Carraway of the Murray High
chapter
Those attending were Betty
Lou Stamps. Carmareta Talent,
Louise Jones, Vernelle Nunn. Judy
Workman. Carrolyn Carraway. and





The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. jc., Trevathan
at one-thirty o'caocir-
• • • •
The Young Women's Class of
the First Baptist Church will mzet
with Mrs. W. H. Soloman. Payne
Street. at seven-thirty o'clock_
• • • •
The Alice Waters Circle of the
WSCS of the Yost Methodist
Church will meet with Mrs. Her:
man Moss at seven-thirty o'clock
• • • •
The Miu-ray Manufacturing
Wives Club • will have a dinner
meeting • at the Guest House at
au o'clock.
• • • •
'Tuesday. April N
The Girl; Auxiliary and the
Sunbeams of the Five Point Bap-
tist Mission will meet at the
Baptist Student Center at three-
thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Circle I of the WSCS of the
First 'Methodist Church will meet
with Mrs. Luther Robertson at
two-thirty o'clock.
. • • •
The Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will hold its regular meeting
at the Masonic Hail at seven o'-
clock.
• • •
Circles of the WIdS of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet as follows: Eva Wall with
Mrs. Carl Hendricks at two-thirty
o'clock and Mamie Taylor with
'Mrs. Voris Sanderson at seven-
th,rty o'clock
• • . •
The annual meeting of the Put,
chase District of the lentuckv
Federation of Homemakers Clubs
will be held in the main auditor-
ium Murray State College, at
ten-fifteen o'clock.
• • • •
Circle ni of the wscs of the
Tint Methodist Church will meet
with Mrs. Autry Farmer at two-
thirty o'clock_ Mrs. CLand Farm-
er is eohoatest and Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn ta program leader Mrs
Richard Tuck is guest speaker.
• • • •
Orel* W of WSCS
Methodist Church will Meet with
Mrs, J. Si. Waggoner, Øt
at two-thirty o'clock- Mrs. Patti
T. Lyles will le—to
•
• • • •
The Dorcas Class Of the Tint
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs Leon Collie with
her group in charge or the ar-
rangements at seven-thirty o'clock
• • • •
The Christian Women' Fellow-
ship of the nit Christian Church
will hold its general meeting at
the church at two-thirty o' clock
• • • •
The Woman's Missionary Soc-
iety of the First Baptist Church
%%11 hold its general meeting at
the church at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Sunbeam Band at the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at two-forty-bye o'clock_
• • • •
The Music Department of Rif
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
Wodassday. Apra 21
The J. N. Williams chapter at
the UDC will meet with Mrs.
William Purdom at two - thirty
o'clock. Mrs. Sidney Roberta and
Mrs. Neva Waters will be cohost-
eases.
• • • •
The East Hazel Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Conley
James at one o'clock.
• • • •
Thursday, April et
The Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Pat
Thompson at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a dinner meeting at the club
house at sax-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Woman's Missionary Union
of the Blood River BaptIst As-
sociation will meet with the First
Baptist Church at ten o'clock.
of FTERSONALS
t 
1 Plus 1 Plus 1 Can Equal 1!
When you get a Consolidation Loan the "Friendly
Credit Way" you can arrange I Monthly Payment
instead of several scattered oases.
PROMPT FRIENDLY SERVICE
Friendly Finance
506 W. Main Phone 1180
'•• 
Mr and Mrs James Howland
and children. Jewel and Gay. at
Jackson. Mich.. spent Friday waft
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Rowland of Murray Route Two.
• • • •
Mr nad Mrs. Leon Pegue and
danallter. Teena, of Cr7stal (Inf.
Mo, were the guests of their pa-
rents. Mr and lam Bailey Big-
gins and Mr and Mrs. Peigue.
Mrs. Pogue and daughter 'peat
last week here and Mr. Pogue
c-ame over the weekend.
• • • •
Ralph Shell arrived home Fri-
day night from Louisville where
he is employed with the Travel-
ing Insurance Company to spend
the Easter holidays with his moth-
er. Mrs R k Shell, and his lee




• With • whoop ond a holler,
right ovi of th• wild '
'n' wooly west



























4° My Kahn No
Playboy Says
His Valet
Goshen WSCS Holda Its
Regular Meeting With
Mrs. H. B. Jones
The Woman's Society of C.hrigt-
tan Service of the Doshen Method-
ist Church met at the home of
Mrs. H. B. Jones on llemday,
April 13, with thirteen members
and three visitors present.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mrs. Donny* Waidevip
followed by the business session
presided over by Mrs. J. B. Wat-
son.
After the group singing ept
"Jesus Calls Us." Mrs. Darrel wa-
SC* gave the devotional thougpt
for the month.
Mrs. Kethryn Walker, program
chairman, introduced the subject,
"Who Are the Guilty'" The dis-
cussion on prison reforms and how
the church can help were given
by Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Will L.
Ray. Mrs George Rhea. Mrs. Leo-
nis Hale and Mrs. Hasten Wight.
The meeting was closed With
the group repeating the Lord's
Prayer in unison
' • :
• • • •
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Andersosi
of Murray Route One have return-
ed borne after being called to
Akron, Ohio, due to the death of
their son-in-law, Lawrence E. Al-
colt. on Saluniay. April 10. Mr.
Alcou's wife IS the former Miss
Eupal Anderson. The Andersons
were accompanied to Akron by
their son and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Anderson of Morgantleid
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joon Ward spent
several days last bweek visiting
their daughter and husband. Mr.
and Mrs. Mac Catlett in Frank-
fort. They also vatted friends is
Corbin while away.
• • • •
Miss Ernestine Goodmon who
teaches in Lovingtori Ill., is
spendmg the Laster vacation with
her perents. Mr and Mrs R. K
Goodgion of Farmer Avenue.
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HOLLYWOOD gal — Aly Khan's
valet gays "it makes me boil"
whzn his boss is called a playboy,
Valet Emris Williams thinks the
prince is a "marvelous" person
and serious businessman.
As the Moslem potentate and aus
valet were preparing to fly to New
York for a visit with Aly's ex-
wife, Rita Hayworth, Williams gave
a different picture of the con-
troversial prince.
The vatet said Aly takes nit jobs
as a prince and horse trader seri-
ously, despite his trip halfway
around the world to woo Gene
Tierney here.
"Bo many people of all classes
do at playboying a lot more
than
home. "HI, work comes
first.
he," said the valet at Miss
"We have eight million people in
Pakistan to see every winter. tie
goes to the villages and oeserts to
as. everyone.
"We have no poor people. Th-iy
Have- 'their own. , hospitals and
schools. When the Aga is weighed
In platinum or gold it goes into
a fund for the people.
"He. My, controls. all his fa-
thers 500 horses. inducting 20
studs. We're the biggest horse
breeders in the world and they
kave more money in horses ,than
anyone. It's a tremendous job.
Everything that is bred. My .01,
ehles which stallion and which
mare. We have a lot of wort to
do."
The WeLsh valet chuckled that
My calls him "Daffy" after the
daffodil. national flower of his na-
tive Wales. Williams got his job
because he happened to be driving
along a road in England and start-
ed an impromptu race with an-
other driver. His coMpetitor turned
out to be Aly, and "he asked me
to work for him."
The valet had been "connected"
with horse 'racing, but he wouldn't
say how..
While Aly and Gene were Mat-
ing the rounds of nightclubs and
dinner parties during his stay. Wil-
liams wits visiting an evangelist in
Long Beach. He said he listens to
the preacher on shortwave racifti
on his globe-hopping trips with the
prince. ,
Williams' wife and nitro children
still live in England. arid he sees
them only between trips
"This lob does keep me away
from home, but I've been able to
put my children through college,"
the valet said. "It's an interesting
life. We've been nearly twice
around the world • the last two
months—Paris, Rome, Rio, Africa,
Spain, Lebanon, Bombay, Kashmir,
Egypt. Canada, Mexico.
"I am the closest person to him
in the world. He's a nice man and
all this rubbish printed about him
makes me sick. Why, anyone who
would do a week's work with
him would get down on his knees
to Aly Khan."
SOFT LANDING
NEW HAVEN, Conn. -- all —
Two year old Daryl Weiss fell 23
feet from a second floor apartment
window and then crawled back
into the building to tell her mother
about it. She escaped injury be-
cause she landed on sandy ground
IN-LAW HARMONY
FORT WORTH, Tex. — ItIt —
An amazed judge granted a divorce
to 'Mrs R. B. Jones, Jr.. When she
testified that her Msband liked
her parents and they liked him,
but she and her husband couldn't
get along. In fact, Mrs. .Tones toki
Judge, F. T. Denny, her husband
even took her parents on a race-
don three months after he and she
separated.
LENORE $150.00










311 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 511
"THE PRITXDLY FUNERAL ROW
NORRISTOWN. P. —
John James Audubon arrived on
• nearby farm from his native
Trance at the age of 111 and began
• career which made him world-
famous for the study of bird life.
It was in 1904 that the youth-
ful Frenchman came to Pennsyl-
vania at the bidding of his father,
a retired French naval officer.
Young Audubon, however. showed
little interest in working • lead
mane which his father hoped would
make the family wealthy
During his first "print on the
farm Audubon spent his time
sketching peewees, small olive-col-
ored birds Soon he became Inter-
ested in other species and before
long he was working on his fa-
mous folio of American bird life.
Audubon was a pioneer at plac-
ing strands of fine wtre on bird,'
legs He was fascinated with the
ability to trace their movements
from one section of his farrn to
another. He also was skilled In
taxidermy
His wife, the former Lucy Bake-
well, once said: "It's impossible to











On Tuesday, April 20th, we celebrate the opening of
this bemid new fertiliser plant at Clarksville, Tennessee
Maas is year plant . the last word in efficient do-
sign,. . beet to supply farmers in western Tennessee
and seuthwestern Kentucky with large tonnages of
powerful, crop-producing international Fertilisers.
Here, International's high quality superphosphate
and potash atm carefully mined with nitrogen and im-
portant tram minerals in the exact grades you need
for big yields of top quality crops.
You'll be slad to know that our Clarksville plant
,
-
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ever you turn the
tap.' . sll the sparkling dean hot
water you want. The Periesteas
water beater tank of glom-
surfaced steel keens your hot
water pure and dem as the
*stet you dnok . today, to.
morrow, sod kw yaws to come
Ire mode to lest a Ilasims.
Elroy Sykes
Plumbing Company




produces regular analyses and the popular new Multi-
ple Strength Grades. Stith give you famous Interna-
tional quality that for more than forty years has meant
faster, easier application, more even distribution and
Satisfaction at Harvest Time to thousands of farmers
from Maine to Texas, from Florida to Minnesota.
The Clarkeville plant is now mixing all locally rec-
ommended grades. So see your International Fertiliser
Dealer right away ... he can arrange for prompt de-
livery of the grades and amounts you need for spring
application.
I 04•Irki Sales MIN sad Pswilliter Measokscierata Pleas si Clarksville, Tsmositesee
food rkelliso
INTERNATIONAL MINERALS CHEMICAL CORPORATION
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